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Above, a partial map of car theft locations near MIT last year
According to the MIT Campus Patrol, 115 cars have been stolen
from the MIT campus so far this year.
Over the last five years, an average of 130 to 140 cars per year
were stolen from the MIT campus, with the highest theft rate
occurring in the fall.
I P. 1972,1 36 cars were stolen from MIT.
Massachusetts has the highest rate of auto thefts in the country,
and Cambridge has one of the highest auto theft rates in the state.
Campus Patrol said that most of the cars stolen from MIT have
been recovered. Those cars not retrieved are generally new cars.
Campus Patrol figures indicate that Fords are stolen most often,
with the most popular Ford being Mustang. Dodges and Chevrolets
are second and third, respectively.
The method thieves use to break into locked cars is almost always
by smashing or bending the front windows or by prying open a space
between the front and back windows. Other thieves have auto
master keys.
Most automobile thefts do not occur at night; there are as many
cars stolen during the day as at night.
Campus patrol noted that during November four car thefts were
stopped by anti-theft devices in the cars.
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years from now? We knocked
out the whole domicile question
In a move which promises to
have important implications for at one swoop."
The bill amends the current
politics in Massachusetts, the
Legislature last week passed a structure of voter registration by
establishing an affidavit which
bill establishing uniform standards for the registration of asks the prospective voter to give
his name, address, last previousadvot ers.
The Uniform Voter Registra- dress, date of birth, citizenship,
tion Bill, House Bill No. 7752, is and occupation. The affidavit is
currently on the desk of Gover- signed "under the pains and pennor Francis Sargent '39, who is alties of perjury."
If the registrars feel that the
expected to sign the bill into law
information on the affidavit is
next week (see The Tech.
incomplete or false, they must
10/12).
The bill will, accoiding to its notify the person and give him a
"reasonable opportunity to remsponsor, Re-.
John Bussinger,
D-Brookline, "set up a uniform edy the def.ects." Only after
such an o-pportunity has been
affidavit which a prospective
granted can the registrars refuse
voter has to fill out to register.This affidavit, Businger said, 'ill to register the person, if they
be the only requirement for reg- feel that the information given is
istration; "The election commiis- slill not complete or true.
sioner will not be allowed to ask
Businger said that he was
any questions about domicile or
-v
ery
happy to have the bill be
future intentions, as many of
successful
after three vears of
thern do now," Businger said.
"It's a common sense thing
. .. Why should a person be
penalized for being honest and
admitting that he doesn't know
what he'll be doing five or ten
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Third in a Series
By Norman D. Sandler
The area in which "tlecurrent
energy problem has had its most
noticeable effect is transportation. Earlier this year, faced with
scattered gasoline shortages, service stations set limited hours of
operation, and now - several
months later members of the
Nixon Amrinstration are predicting high gasoline taxes and
rationing.

i

Transportation sources now
use about 40 per cent of the
total energy consumption of the
US, based on total British Thermal Units (BTUs). Of the 15,950
trillion BTUs of energy consumed by transportation sources
in 1969, only a small fraction
came from either coal or natural
gas. In fact, transportation is
more highly dependent upon oil
resources than any other consuming section.

I

Of all the fuel consumed
annually in the United States,
45.4 per cent is liquid petroleum, mainly in the forms of
heating oil and refined transportation fuels. Of that domestic oil
demand, 89 per cent is consumed by fuels and power sources.
In recent years there has been
a high growth rate in the transportation industry. More cars are
being sold, more airplanes being
used and more recreational vehicles on the highways. The impact has been a rise in energy
consumption by the transportation sector, with subsequent
scattered shortages of basic
fuels.
Transportation is not the
only consumption sector hit
hard. Certainly, 5 per cent cutbacks in line voltage made by
Boston Edison between 4 and
8prn will conserve oil, however,
transportation is where the crisis
is being felt the hardest and
most directly.
The problem is not only one
of shortages, but also one of
allocations. Even without Arab
oil (estimated to cut US oil

LOW
Ull

supplies by anywhere from 15 to
18 per cent) the crunch falls in
the nHccation of available resources between heating oils and
fuels such as gasoline, which
account for more than half of all
oil consumption.
There are two possible approaches to solving the consumption problem. The first is
tat consumption be cut immediately through a series of basically public policy decisions.
Any industry changes during this
period would rely upon existing
technology, so that the measures
9T

I
can be effective in the short
term.
The other alternative involves
the development of new technologies or changes in current practices over the long term. President Nixon has planned for the
long term by calling for a concentrated energy R&D program
which will yield new sources of
power by 1980. However, relatively. little serious work has
been devoted to design of transportation systems of the future
that will curb consumption.
(Please turn to page 2)
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need- 'dTaimatic c-changs'
By Barb Moore
In order for the transportation sector to curb energy usage,
and create a significant decrease
in the use of fuel for transportation, a drastic change in the
quality and type of mass urban
transportation must be implemented.
Nigel H.M. Wilson, Associate
Professor of Civil Engineering in
transportation, agrees that "a
dramatic change in resource allocation would be needed to make
mass transit a viable alternative to
automobile travel." "The crisis seems to be well recognized.
Until you provide a reasonable
alternative to the automobile, I
would be surprised to see any
dramatic policy changes."
The question now seems to
be whether commuters will give
up their automobiles, even with
vastly improved modes of urban
mass transit. Daniel Roos, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering stated in remarks to the
Subcommittee on Urban Transportation of the House Coemmittee on Banking and Currency,
that "we cannot and should not
expect too much from public
transportation systems . . . . It is
questionable whether people
could be convinced to give up
automobile use in urban areas. It
is equally unclear if govern-

work.
"It proves that once in a
,while we can do something
good," he added.
Dave Sullivan '74, a member
of the Ward Two Democratic
Committee, told The Tech,
"Now that the bill is passed, it is
incredibly important that the
word get around ... Voter registration in Cambridge has gotten a bad name because of the
hassles people lhave had in trying
to register. Nowv it will be easy
for people to register, and the
only question is whether or not
people want to."
Sullivan noted that only 1000
of Cambridge's 20,000 students
aTe currently registered to vote
in Massachusetts. Cambridge has
only
50,000 registered voters:
Sullivan point ed out that "a
shift of one or two thousand
students' registrations
couLyd
have a significant imipact on local politics."
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ment policy should impose such
restrictions."
One of three sets of actions
are needed to alleviate the energy problem in transportation,
according to Roos. The first of
these options involves obtaining
more efficient use of our automobiles by improved engine and
vehicle design, by car pooling,
and by staggered work hours to
relieve congestion. This option
views mass transit as a complement to, and not a replacement
for automobile commuting.
The second plan would involve changes in our urban lifestyle, which would decrease the
need to travel. The third of the
possibilities would be the extended use of urban mass transit, as
a replacement mode for that of
automobile transit.
Plans along the lines of Roos'
first set of measures have already
been pushed in many urban
areas. While car pooling and similar programs to save fuel work
to an extent, they alone will not
significantly change our fuel
consumption. For example, if
50% of urban commuters shifted
to car pools, a 6% savings would
result. If small car sales increased
from 22% to 50%, a 7% fuel
savings would result. However, it
is unrealistic to hope that one out
(Please turn to page 3)

Perceptions of ATI' by perspective freshmen tend to support the view that "[MIT is]
seen across the board as a dominantly science-engineering Institution with strong programs in
architecture, pre-m.edicine, eco;rnomics, management,' and that's
all," according to a report prepared recently by the Admissions Office and the Educational
Council.
The report goes on to note
that the high-school students
surveyed tend to feel that MIT
students do study more than
their counterparts at most colleges, but students here still have
time for athletics and extra-curricular activities.
William Hecht '61, director of
the Educational Council (the office that coordinates the work of
over 1000 alumni who serve as
Educational Counselors all over
the world) and principal author
of the Initial Report of the College Decisions Study, told The
Tech that the report "provides
the first hard data we have on
the influences and factors working on a high-school student
during the period when he or she
is actually deciding on a college to
attend."
Hecht said that the report
would be "helpful in showing us

sudents

where communications about
MJT is working well, and where
we have to work harder to get
data to the general public showing what the Institute is really
like."
The College Decisions Study
The study was conducted by
surveying three groups of highpotential high-school students in
their attitudes and perceptions
of MIT. The groups surveyed
were: 1) Semifinalists in the
National Merit Scholarship cojmpetition; 2) Preliminary applicants to MIT; and 3) MIT final
applicants. "We used the National Merit Sem/.nfinalists, Group 1,
as a control group to see how
attitudes towards the Institute
change as the student goes
through the admissions process,"
Hecht explained.
One of the first findings of
the report is that "there is a
substantial body of students . ..
who possess first-rate academic
credentials who are not now
applicants to MIT." (emphasis
original). Hecht attributed +this
to two factors: Many Merit
Semifinalists are interested in
science and technology, but do
not feel that they are part of
MIT's "market"
- i.e., they
don't consider MIT as a college
to attend; and the overall group
(Please turn to page ldO)

William Hecht, head of Education Council.

Photo by Tom Klimowicz
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Stamps for Gas
A number of short-term
programs have been proposed in
Washington to decrease daily
consumption of gasoline, diesel
and jet fuels.
An indirect control ordered
by the President is a cutback in
allotments to gas stations and
airports. Not as drastic as rationing, this measure would provide
for declines in consumption,
leaving to the individual service
stations the decision of whether
they should apportion their supplies evenly by limiting maximum purchases.
The cost of gasoline will also
be a major factor in determining
future fuel consumption patterms. Per gallon costs are already rising as service station
owners prepare for the impending shortages, but to create a
genuine disincentive
from
driving, the Administration is also
considering a high (about 40
cents) tax on gasoline to deter.
pleasure driving.

tion are in the form of rapid
mass transit systems for cities
with heavy commuter traffic.
A conversion from auto commuting to rapid transit system
commuting could result in a
significant drop in fuel consumnption. However, adequate systems
take a minimum of five years to
deploy, although there is research underway to explore alternatives to standard subway
and bus service.
If the nation does not abandon its reliance on the automobile, changes in technologies
will have to be made, accompanied by a change in consumer
buying habits.
In order to keep gasoline consumption down to a level cornparable to existing supplies, cars
will have to be able to go
further on less fuel. Several federal agencies are working on the
problem of developing new aumotive systems, and their efforts
forts are overseen by a blue
ribbon panel called the Federal
Advisory Committee on Advan-

a In
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The problem with a policy of
increasing the cost of gasoline
artificially (by raising the tax per
gallon) is that it would create
billions of dollars in additional
revenues for the federal government. No one knows how the
federal bureaucracy would
handle the new funds, although
suggestions include more transportation R&D funding and rebates to drivers.
Both cutbacks in allotments
to dealers and high per gallon
federal taxes on gasoline will
result in less-driving, and. thus a
decline in fuel consumption, upwards of hundreds of thousands
of barrels of oil per day. The
measures can be enacted easily
as could be a ban on Sunday
driving imposed by Congress and
1he mandatory closing of service
stations on Sundays.
Nixon has insisted that actual
gas rationing will not be necessary. However, a number of
government officials, including
those in the White House Energy
Policy Office, estimate that
rationing will be imposed by the
end of the year.
Rationing may be the most
effective means for curbing gasoline consumption, with the exception of an across the board
ban on driving. However, there
would be a number of problems
with which the federal governmnent is not prepared to cope.
Counterfieting would be a major
problem, as would determining
which families are eligible for
extra allotments due to "extraordinary need."
'
The End of internal Combustion
Short term measures to cut
gasoline consumption would be
designed as temporary steps in
effect until larger scale changes
can be made.
Among the changes being
proposed are alternative means
of transportation to be utilized when dependence upon the
automobile decreases. In most
cases, new means of transporta-

-4o

ced Automotive Poser Systems
(AAPS).
The advisory committee is composed of representatives from the US Department
of Transportation (DoT), the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and a number of other
federal agencies which have an
interest in the development of
alternative power systems (including the Postal Service.). Also
on the committee are representatives of the auto industry and
the engireering community.
The 19 members of the committee heave b.een meetinginfrequently for more than a year,
and are charged with evaluating
designs for automotive power
systems which will perform better than current model cars.
Prototypes of automobiles
employing rankin cycle and turbine engines are now being developed by industry and sponsored by the EPA. Next month
the committee will habe to evaluate the prototypes and the field
will be narrowed to one design.
Production of the prototype engine in an automobile performing to specification is due by
1975.
However, during its latest
meeting the committee found its
specifications for the prototype

which presently have inadequate
systems or no system at all.
However, in the interim, stopgap measures will be taken to
curb consumption by the transportation sector. The steps are
not obvious, and even high investments by tke federalgovernment in transportation cannot
be expected to yield a "super
vehicle" that will cause oil consumption to plummet and relieve
shortages of energy
resources.
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Who killed President Kennedy?
Free lecture by Robert Saltzman
7:30opm, Morn. Dec. 3, KR-rESGE
Friday, Novemnber 30
Lady Sings the Blues
7 & 10- 26-100
Saturday, December I
Man of LaMancha
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MIT Students
on pizza purchased on premises
Open till 2 a.m. Weekdays
3 a.m. Weekends

Now is the time to assure yourself of Christmas reservations. See MIT's convenient travel
agent, Heritage Travel, Inc.... where quick reservations are a specialty.

ROYAL PIZZA

No longer need you rely upon undependable mail order ticketing or make unnecessary trips
into Boston. Heritage is ready to process all your travel needs in minutes. And our staff of
economry-minded professionals will be able to save you dollars.
Ski tours and cruise offerings available.

450 Mass. Ave.
Ph. 491-7293

Heritage's street level office is just one block from the Sloan Campus,
in Kendall Square. Call or visit our office; we're open from 8:30am
until 5:30 pm, Monday through Friday, and from 9:00am until
1:00pm on Saturday 'till December 15th.
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Although industry is currently working to develop low
consumption, high performance
automobiles, the AAPS Program
will have little impact, if any,
before 1980. That is also the
same year Nixon estimates our
energy problems will subside
(that is the earliest date that new
nuclear power plants will be
brought on-line) and it is also
the earliest new rapid mass transit systems could be completed
in major metropolitan areas
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provided for an intermediate size
car, rather than a smaller, more
efficient vehicle. Members of the
committee foresee a shift in Detroit from large gas consuming
autos to smaller cars, and they
will be faced with the decision
of scaling down the prototype
specifications for a more praticai
car which could be mass produced by 1980, or possibly encounter consumer backlash
when the prototype is revealed
in 1975.
Scaling down the engine to fit
in a smaller vehicle will delay
p r o t otype production until
1976, and at least one member
of the committee predicted delays in the prototype could also
result in public outcry over the
efficacy (or lack thereof) of the
program.
The DoT is preparing for continued use of the automobile
through its Fuel Economy Technology Studies, some of which
are underway at the Department's Transportation Systems
Center in Cambridge.
Researchers axe attempting to
determine the importance of
such factors as the drive cycle on
fuel consumption, and operational models are being used to
predict fuel consumption of vehicles using different transmissions, engines, and fuel mixtures.
According to DoT officials
the Center is aiming at improvements to optimize vehicle design
that will yield 30 per cent reductions in fuel consumption, while
staying well within federal standards for performance and federal regulatory constraints (for
emissions, safety and noise.).

lAP EXCHAGES
Interested in going to another
school for 1AP?
Tuition free exchanges can
sometimes be arranged.
See the Foreign Study Office,
Room 10-303, Ext. 3-5243.
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of two auto-commuters would
change to a a car pool.
The second option is being
considered to prevent traffic
through downtown areas, as
opposed to traffic into the area.
Most traffic has been shown to
travel through urban sections,
rather than park and remain in
the region. The concept of a
sectorized downtown, a method
of dividing the urban areas into
sections through which traffic
would be impossible, is one idea
for allowing automobiles into
the area, while avoiding much of
the congestion, stated Roos.

new problems arise. "Short run
help is very limited. It is unrealistic to talk about improving
mass transit, now. Five to ten
years is the time scale you have
to talk about," Wilson stated.
`Lead time for rail rapid transit
is now a minirium of five years
from the initial design to the
starting of operation."

Lead time S a
problem: its
abu

er

With this option, however, an
alternate route must be provided
around the sectioned area, so a
highway outer-band must be built
built around the area.
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Even for Dial-A-Ride, which
uses small buses rather than rail,
has problems with lead time.
"Order times for buses now are
nine months to a year, so our
The third of these proposals
ability to respond with bus
appears to be the most feasiblesystems is limited," according to
It is not enough, however, to
Wilson. Dial-A-Ride may be
merely lower fares on existing
worth the wait, though, and may
transit systems. A substantial
be one of the most practical
change in public transportation
options. "Dial-A-Ride
works
services must be offered, and
when you have demand densities
existing systems must be imslightly higher than taxi demand
proved.
densities. Taxis carry maybe
One mode currently used
three riders in an hour; Dial-AWhich could better utilize reRide carries about tweleve. Consources are taxicabs, states Roos.
trol costs are higher, but only
Instead of carrying just one pas- about one third higher," Wilson
senger, taxicabs could be compucontinued.
ter dispatched and implement
Measures of immediate congroup ridership.
cern, such as the high taxation
of gasoline, will not be able to
The most feasible suggestion
curb the urban commuters
is, then, to develop new systems
alone. "A 30 cent increase in
and options, in an attempt to
the tax, say to 30 cents a gallon,
draw some of the commuters
might affect non-essential riding.
away from their automobiles.
Whether you would affect comWilson stated that "at MIT, we
muting, in the absence of a good
have been working for seven
alternative, is another question,"
years
on demand-responsive
stated Wilson.
small bus systems. In the last
When asked what work is
three or four years, 39 or 40
being done at MIT in the way of
such systems have been innew urban transportation sysstalled." The demand- responsive
tems, Wilson replied, "Precious
systems, known as "Dial-Ait'tle. There's some work in
Ride", are "very s..cc.ss .
mechanical engineering on simuaccording to Roos.
lation of PRT (Personal Rapid
When
new transportation
are
systems
being considered, __!
Transit networks, and design of
--
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PRT systems. There has been
some work done in the dual
mode area as well."
Systems with promise include
Personal Rapid Transit, according to Wilson. "The systems
that exist, exist around activity
centers. We're talking about at
least ten years to implement any
of these in a big way."
Another promising possibility
is dual-mode transit. "The US
Department of Transportation
(DOT) has recently let three
major contracts for research into
dual-mode vehicles (automatic
control cars). General Motors
and PROHR have two of the
contracts, Transportation Technology Incorporated has the
third," Wilson explained.
As Roos stated in his remarks, "Clearly there are energy
utilization benefits derived from
more efficient utilization of public transportation systems and
diversions of people from auto
to public transportation."
-
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because they were considered to
contain remarks prejudicial to
the future trials of Watergate
defendants.
The Post even went so far as
to issue a rather pompous stateCall Me When You Find America
ment about not being able to
By G.B. Trudeauz
have one standard of fairness for
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, $1.50
the editorial page and another
for a comics page. This may
By Paul Schindler
well have been the first admisa
This is the fourth volume of
hopefully continuing series of sion by a major American newspaperback reprints of the best paper that it believes that its
daily comic strip that appears audience treats both pages with
anywhere today. There is no equal respect.
Pretty heavy stuff for two
new material here, but unless
strips. One concluded
comic
you clip the strip every day and
save it, this format will be your "GUILTY, GUILTY, GUILTY"
only chance to savor again and about John Mitchell, and the
again Trudeau's biting commen- other went something like,
"What on the tapes might be
tary and incisive wit.
Indeed, there may be some subject to misinterpretation, Mr.
strips in this book or the next President?" "Listen to this one."
that never appeared in your "How's the cover-up coming,
home town paper. Several of John?" "I see what you mean."
The strip reprinted here, from
Trudeau's works were excluded
from the Boston Globe and the which the book title is taken, is
only an example of the kind of
Washington72 Post last summer,

America

_~

wry look at life which dominates
this col lection, as Michael

Doonesbury and Mark Slackenmeyer take off on a journey
across America.
Especially meaningful to
many MIT students is the section in which Mark takes a summer job as a computer operator.
From the first day, when he is
declared a "heartless philistine"
for his willingness to leave his
terminal at the end of the summer, to the last, when he hits a
button that destroys the program he has been working on for
three days, it is evocative. It is
also not long enough.
In case you haven't heard the
story already: Trudeau began
the strip in the Yale Daily News
as an undergraduate, and some
of the characters are based on
real people there. And, as it says
is
on the jacket, Trudeau
"twenty-four, is a loner. He
knows no home, and his only
companion is an old collie."

I___h

_____

REPRINTED FOR REVIEW PURPOSES ONLY c By G.B. Trudeau
mittee's investigation in a narrative that plots the development
of contradictions in testimonies
of the Committee witnesses, and
j brings our the significant details
of the proceedings, including the
revelation about the tapes of the
The Watergate Hearings:
President's conversations kept
Break-in and Cover-up
by the White House and the
Edited by the staff of The New
contradictions between former
York Times with a narrative by
White House counsel John Dean
R. /V. Apple, Jr.
III and other former Nixon
Bazntam Books, Inc., $2.50, 878
staffers regarding the involvement of White House aides in
PP.
the obstruction of justice that
By Norman D. Sandler
took place following the breakOn May 17, 1973, hundreds
in.
of spectators filled the Senate
It is clear that the Times staff
Caucus Room for the opening
scrutinized every piece of testiday of Phase I of what caime-'to'
.. ony given to the Committee.
be
known as the ..Watergate
Rugaber has written a
Walter
hearings. More accurately, the
section outlining the basic conproceedings of the Senate Select
Comrnmittee on Presidential Cam- flicts which arose in testimony
given by the primary witnesses.
paign Activities.
The question of who actually
The committee, chaired by
approved
the plans allegedly prebeen
Ervin,
D-NC,
had
Sen. Sam
by
G. Gordon Liddy for
sented
formed by the Senate to look
wiretapping
of the DNC headinto alleged "dirty tricks" perquarters remains unanswered.
petrated during the 1972 presidential campaign, and was to The only clues are contained in
before the Comdeal primarily with the events testimony
mittee. Rugaber's account of the
surrounding the June 17, 1972
break-in at the headquarters of conflicts has former Nixon-recommittee (CRP)
the Democratic National Com- election
deputy director Jeb Stuart
mitte
at
the Watergate
Magruder testifying that CRP
apartments in Washington.
Between the first news reDirector John Mitchell approved
ports of the foiled break-in and
the bugging. Other CRP and
the first meeting of the Water- White House officials, including
gate committee, a considerable
Gordon Strachan and Dean, said
Magruder was the one who gave
amount of material had been
collected which indicated high
the final approval.
officials of the Nixon AdminisThe Watergate Hearings is an
tration and Republican camexcellent reference volume on
paign committee had been
the hearings themselves, as well
involved in the planning and/or
as the entire Watergate scandal
breakcover up of the Watergate
and investigation. Documents
in and other political espionage
submitted to the Committee
activities.
(including those outlining the
The Watergate Hearings is
Houston Plan for domestic intelnot a book for light reading. It is
ligence gathering) are reprinted,
a Bantam extra, put together
as are statements by President
hurriedly between the middle of Nixon regarding Watergate and
August and the first of October
the charges that he was perto chronicle the first phase of sonally involved.
the hearings, during which time
There are no conclusions
a number of "star witnesses"
drawn by either Apple or the
appeared before the nationally
other Times staffers who worked
televised proceedings to coron the book. What are presented
roborate and impeach the testiare excerpts of testimony and
monies of those who had gone
analyses of what was said during
before them.
the first phase of the conOver 600 pages of actual
gressional hearings into what is
tranrscripts are included in the
greatest
being, considered te
containing highlights
volume,
scandal in America: political
tfrorn the testimonies of most of
historv. As tales of corruption
the wvitnesses heard by the comcontinue to unfold in Washingmittree during the first three
ton, 7'he VVIateirate Ilearings
months of the hearings.
should be mandatory reading for
7r-ies White I-louse corresall persons wxho consider thempondant R.W. Apple analyzes
educated.
concerned
selves
the first phase of the Corncitizens.
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The Sovereign State of ITT
By Anthony Sampson
Stein and Day, $10
By Paul Schindler
In a way, this book is a little
like the Factual Profile of MIT.
At the time that book was published, The Tech noted that one
could, for the first time, "gorge
on statistics about MIT." Well,
now one can gorge on the details
of ITT, not in mere statistics,
but in a ponderous tome of over
300 pages, written into engaging
prose by a British journalist.
The whole sordid story of ITT
in modern times, from the
attempted merger with ABC and
the successful merger with Hartford Insurance (and the associated bribe to the Nixon administration) to the coup in Chile
(and the associated attempted
bribe to the Nixon administra ion) is laid out in minute
detail.
In addition, Sampson provides the valuable service of constructing a history of ITT's malfeasance since its founding by
Sosthenes Behn ( and named
International Telephone and
Telegraph
solely to confuse
people between it and AT&T,
which it did then and still does)
in the 20's.
Few people realize that
Harold Geneen (Soft g, as in
Jesus, rather than hard G as in
God), the modern father of the
corporation as it exists today, is
a close spiritual brother of the
swashbuckling founder, who got
$5 million of American govr-nment compensation for the
bombing of Focke-Wulf (as in
the German airplane) plants the
company oxvned, along with
another $22 n'.illion for other
plants.
BIehnn at leasi, practiced a
suLI)tiCe f:orm of personal international diplomacy appropriate for
his time. And he had a vision of
the company which kept it
closely related to its original
telephone
funrctions of providing

service and equipment.
Geneen, on the other hand, is
shown to have no love but for
the company, and according to
Sampson's portrait, would just
as soon have governments get
out of his way so he could get
on with running the world
properly.
In this country at least, judging from the contents of The
Sovereign State of ITT, the
government is doing the best it
can.
Only once in recent years has
ITT been thwarted, and that was
in the case of its attempted
merger with ABC (remember
that? It's the same ITT). In spite
of approval by the Federal Communications Commission, the
Justice Department (once run by

buildings can be pushed through
the loopholes, and in fact have
been (ITT has Often resorted to
selling buildings, disguising the
move in a "miscellaneous operating income" category that covers
more than it reveals).
This book has only one
glaring fault; it is too long and
over-detailed. Anyone with a
subscription to New York magazine has already read all the
good parts in a two part series of
articles taken from the book,
The rest of it? Well, it is a little
like having a large dictionary.
You probably will never look at
most of it, but its nice to know
its there if you need it. Like the
New York Times coverage of
Watergate or the Pentagon
Papers.
If you have $10, you should
buy it. It might not make it to
paperback.
..
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honest men, mostly in administrations other than the present
one) intervened, and put so
much heat on ITT that the
company had to back down and
withdraw the merger offer. But
not without a bizarre labyrinth
of half truths offered to the
subtle
and
Commission,
peddling,
at
influence
attempts
outlined in interesting detail by
Samprson.
Also of special interest is the
brief section on accounting
which explains ITT's almost unparalleled record of continuous
any student
dividend growth. ,Aks
who has ever taken 15.501
nows, "generally accepted principles of accounting" are a lot of
hooey if corporate management
is intent on making the figures
read a certain way. Multi-story
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power in the home?"
"Well. I notice that you write a
good number of articles about rock
music. I am currently negotiating with
Deep Purple and the Allman Brothers
to field test my revolutionary coaldriven guitar amplifier and sound
system, developed in conjunction with
the Fender Amp folks. But apart from
patents on a diesel television, a kerosine hairdrier, and a windmill-driven
electric tooth-brush, I've nothing to
report."
We could have gone on talking for
minutes, but Dr. Outer had some pizza
rolls in the oven and had to rush back
to his hotel. He left me with one
thought. But it's since passed.
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In the face of an ever-worsening
energy crisis, let it not be said that Dr.
Malomar K. Outer is neglecting to use
his uninten tionally diverse genius and
technological expertise to ferret out
feasible solutions to our power shortages, both potential and actual. Dr.
Outer, as you may recall, is best
known for discovering the Space
which bears his name. But astronomy,
as well as chemistry, physics, biology,
and molecular astrology, is merely a
passtime -for the prominent author,

---Ii
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I ~Bweon Batmoe
by Mark Astolfi
Pinups - David Bowie (RCA)
On his lasLthree albums, Dave Bowie
included one non-original song per disc:
Biff Rose's "Fill Your Heart" on Hunky
Dory, Ron Davies' "It Ain't Easy" on
Ziggy Stardust, and the Stones' "Let's

Spend the Night Together" on Aladdin

Sports: Dan Rooney, VP with the
Sane. And now, as Rocky Rococo might
Pittsburgh Steelers' organization, cursay, "I think you're ready for ... .this! "
rently heads an NFL study committee
This being Pinups, an album made up
concerned with future expansion of
lecturer, and television viewer. Outer
entirely of non-originals, the 12 selections
the league, and the word is that up to
related by the fact that they are all the
was born in Galapoochie, Texas, Feb.
four new franchises will start opera29, 1893. This was not, of course, a
work of British bands from the years
tions in 1975. Those cities or areas
leap year, and from age 13 to 25,
1964-67, and all are "among my favorunder consideration, although some
ites," to quote Dave's liner notes. NatuOuter traveled with a freak show as
not as seriously as others, and all
Tally, this is disappointing without even
The Man Without a Sign. This never
subject to the yet-to-be-announced
failed to confuse people, as it was a
knowing what the songs are, for Dave is
World Football League and Universal
sign that proclaimed just that. Later,
probably the most wildly talented rock
Football League lineups, include: Anacomposer around today; any of his reas an assistant curator at Wayside
heim, Birmingham, North Carolina,
working of old songs, no matter how
University, Bad Axe, Michigan, he
Chicago, Columbus, Honolulu, Ingood, could never approach his original
eventually accumulated, by ocdianapolis, Jacksonville, Louisville,
cassionally masquerading as pupil and
work. On Pinups all we get from him are
Memphis, Mexico City, Nashville, the
vocals, sax, and the production. And I'm
professor alike, enough knowledge to
New York metropolitan area, Orlando,
not about to blame him for having the
be awarded postheimous Doctor's and
Oklahoma City, Phoenix, Portland,
Nurse's degrees in Undifferentiated
favorites he does. (Dave does have some
San Antonio, Seattle, Tampa, and the
new songs in the works, those being the
Science. Dr. Outer presently occupies
Tidewater region of southern Virginia. I score for his
the Choo Choo Coleman Chair of
musical adaptation of
Besides sites among these candidates
Orwell's i]934. Two were performed on
Chairology at Wayside. Chairology,
for NFL expansion and those already
his Midnight Special special a couple
I'm sure you're all aware, is the study
holding NFL franchises, the WFL and
of sitting and
sitting equipment
weeks back: "1984" and "You Didn't
UFL are also investigating Milwaukee,
(chairs, benches, etc.)
Hear It From Me.")
Norfolk, London, Richmond, ToronMalomar Outer was recently in
to, 'Vancouver, Osaka and Tokyo,
Pinups will inspire little nostalgia. Five
Cambridge buying beer, and was generJapan,
and
of
cities
the 12 cuts are by the Pretty Things,
in
Germany.
Yes,
ous enough to stop by the Tech office
Easybeats,
friends,
Merseys, and MoJos (not to be
someday
Howie
Cosell
may
(thinking it the Harvard Crimson) to
come to your town, if only for a
confused with the Mojo Men of "Sit
chat about, as he calls it, the Dynamic
Monday night
Down I Think I Love You" fame.) I ask
Dearth. I lit a candle, tongued my lead
Naturally, there are quite a host of
you, how many of you out there own an
pencil, flipped a blank page, and began
dark horse candidates to get a pro
entire Pretty Things discography? Even
grilling Dr. Outer.
football team, and just to be able to
one album? I don't, which is not to say I
"Will we survive the winter?" I
say
you
saw
didn't wish I did. Anyhow, there are
it
here
first,
I unblushpoint-blanked.
ingly
present
them
alphabetically:
some
familiar tunes as well, but most are
"I'm not really sure. Let me sleep
Albequerque, Baton Rouge, Boston
long obscure; in other words, whatever
on it!" he replied, and giggling, he
(as opposed to Foxboro), Cherry Hill,
this album stands or falls on, rehashing a
explained that that was a favorite
N.J., Corpus Christi, E1 Paso, Evanssp ate of mid-sixties classics or time
inside joke among chairologists (of
ville, Huntington Beach, Cal., Huntshonored standards has nothing to do
which research indicates there is only
ville, Ala., Independence, Mo., Jersey
with it.
one other, and she died 15 years ago.)
City, N.J., Kansas City (Kansas, not
"Oh," I agreed.
Missouri), Little Rock, Long Beach,
I might also add that had this album
"But actually, Mark, you know, I'm
Cal.,
Omaha,
been
composed of the 12 original verRhode
Islandnot taking this thing lying down!
Connecticut,
Rivetside-San
sions,
Bernadinoit would have been one hell of a
That's another joke, right?"
Ontario
area
better
of
album. In the cases where Bowie
California,
Salt
Lake
I replied that I was sure it was, but
City, San Jose, Cal., San Juan P.R.,
does come up with a listenable, let alone
get serious.
Shreveport, Topeka, Torrence, Cal.,
enjoyable, translation into the present, he
"OK,
then. Three of the more
Tulsa, Tucson, Wichita, and Wilmingcannot hope to recreate the raw punk
immediate steps that I believe should
ton. And Lake Havasu City by 2001.
be taken to conserve energy are: maninsolence and unbounded enthusiasm that
Field Goals: Amidst the sundry
datory lowering of body temperature
was the sound of those formative times.
innovations
and rule changes suggested
The flavor of these songs can't be conby three degrees, returning unsuccessto curtail the use and/or abuse of the
ful field goal attempts to the line of
jured quite that easily. (Another similar
field goal in pro football, including
case is Thundermug's rendition of "You
scrimmage, and the VLN, or Variable
inverse graduated f.g. scoring (i.e.,
Really Got Me" on their fine debut LP;
Length Night."
worth 3 points if kicked from inside
while its purposely very close in arrange' 'Those first
two seem fairly
the 20 yard line, 2 points between the
straightforward," I suggested, "But
ment and instrumentation to the Kinks'
20 and 40, and 1 point beyond the
original, and technically better sounding,
what's a VLN?"
40), limiting the number of field goal
it must fall flat, dulled by slickness and
"It's part of a system I've deattempts
to three or so per half, and
veloped called Sleeping On a Sliding
lack of true understanding of just what
the outlawing of field goal attempts on
Scale. it is an extension of Daylight
that song is.)
fourth down, I should like to suggest
Savings Time. The idea is to conmy own personal set of miraculous
Thus, it is probably quite useless to
tinually shift the relative position of
rule revisions. They can't be any
concern ourselves with whether or not
the day as regards the position of the
stupider than yours.
Dave surpasses the originals; that should
sun so that the ! 6 waking hours from
The point, I think, is to increase
be and is next to impossible to do. We
7A.M. to 11P.M. will coincide with the
scoring incentives without reducing at
can, however, inquire as to the extent
maximum amount of available sunI least the opportunity to score a field
Bowie adapts these old songs to today's
lighit.This will not only save heating
goal and chalk up 3 points. The only
techincal proficiency (which is, unfortufuel, but will also be quite important
change with regard to field goals per se
nately far too often, coupled with an
when and if solar energy emerges as a
that I judge as reasonable is the
I
major power source. What happens is,
seemingly universally favored rule that
···E·'LF···l···Ped··EPCZP
the period of time between 1 X.P.M.
on an unsuccessful f.g. attempt, the
and 7A.M. will not necessarily be the
team
gaining control of the ball takes
usual eight hours, but will be either
it
back
on the line of scrimmage, not
more or less, depending on the time of
the
20
yard
line. Beyond that, I would
year. All one need do is consult the
make the field goal less significant by
daily newspaper lo see at what time
one should reseto
ne's clock to read Ii increasing the point value of a touchdown to 8, with the option of either a
7A.M., which is tile Standard Calior 2 point conversion, as in the old
bration Hour, or SCH!. Since daily
I IAFL.
Thus, a TD and a 2 point
adjustments are plotted months lin
conversion
would be I point better
advance, you can- adjust your somthan
3A
ield
f
goals. Further, I would
nambulatory habits accordingly; for
aw7vard i point for a 20 yard or better
example, going to bed at 10:33 if you
run fromn scrimmage, I point for a 40
want +to get up at 7:30 with eight
yard
or better completed pass play
hours sleep."
front
scrimmage, and I point for any
i
"But wouldn't you end up with
punt
that clears the crossbars, either
extra days at tihe end of the month, or
I
caught
and run back, downed in the
maybe, conversely, short a couple
I
end
zone,
or out of the end zone.
days'?" I asked.
These
scores
would not necessitate a
"Maybe. Who can say. The hell
kickoff; play would merely progress
with the details," mused Dr. Outer.
normally.
I
"How about alternate sources of
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essence of boredom and ripoff.) Although

Dave's success is ultimately minimal, I
find myself, after several disgruntling
listenings, beginning to really like Pinups.
This is nothing new for me: Dave's past
three albums have been slow starters to
my ear. So I had to hold off writing until
I began to warm to the album. It's
happening, but Pinups will not be in even
my top ten for the year, for moldy oldies,
no matter how fresh or accurate the
interpretation, are no substitute for the
real thiing; Dave's real thing, or the
groups here represented's real thing.
The two best cuts are Yardbirds;
tunes: "Shapes of Things" and "I Wish
You Would." "Shapes" is a classic with a
great melody to start with, arid Dave does
a nice job translating it into the space age,
with whining scifi noises and slurping
backwards tapes; of all the cuts, it's one
of the best suited to Dave's own style,
and he struts 1tis way through it with a
broad, whimsical Cockney accent. I am
not familiar with the original version of
"I Wish You Would;" I own not one
Yardbirds album (any more.) But it seems
that most of the High School people I
know who start rock bands, and who
were in grade school when tlle Yardbirds
were in bloom, still somehow find out
about them, buy up lost copies of their
stuff, and cut their teeth on "Heart Full
of Soul" and "Smokestack Lightning"
I riffs. It is thus that my younger brother
could identify "I Wish You Would" as
existing on at least one greatest hits set;
and to Bowie he sez: "'Not bad." It's
simply the best thing on the record, with
a driving, no nonsense guitar riff, sounding a bit like the Allman's "One Way
Out," and Dave's seering, slightly disembodied vocals.
There are also two contributions from
the Pretty Things' song book: "Don't
Bring Me Down" and "'Rosalyn." Both
are rockers, the latter being the better,
owing to the modified Bo Diddley beat
upon which its based. Mick Ronson does
that, and it clicks. The former is lame,
but nothing to work with, really.
Among the other good cuts are:
Bowie's latest single, the Merseys' "Sorrow," a sultry, dreamy lament, lipsynched to great effect on TV; the
Easybeats' "Friday On My Mind," an
innocent little pop ditty ruthlessly ravaged by Dave's seductively humorous
phrasing; and, from the Pfper At the
Gates of Dawn album, Pink FRoyd's great
"See Emily Play," with an eerie Mother
of Invention-like chorus and modest electronic scambled eggs.
Among Pinups failures, however, must
be tallied the two Who selections: "Anyway Anyhow Anywhere" is very close to
the original version, which was no great
shakes, and neither is Bowie's; "I Can't
Explain" is neatly butchered. Done at
half-tempo, and padded with the lavish
moaning of sax, Bowie forfeits the natural punk mood inherent in this song. lie
turns the trick well enough on "I Wish
You Would," but chooses to croon "I
Can't Explain." Other disasters include an
obscure Kinks' number "Where Have All
the Good Times Gone" and an indulgent
remake of Them's "Here Comes the
Night."
Pinups simply can't compare with
Bowie's original work, period. But it still
betrays just enough of the old Bowie
pizzazz to keep you hanging on. And the
spacey front cover art and stunning
photos on the back redeem the stark
ugliness of Aladdin Sane's art. Someday
your grandchildren will all look like
Dave. Remember that.
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LeVI a an
at Kresge
by Sandy Yulke
Kresge auditorium has lona been the
bain of.the Musical Theatre Guild because
it was not really designed for full scale
productions. One would assume, however, that there would be very little that
it could do to ruin a one-man show like
Jack Aranson's presentation of Mvoby
Dick, this year's Compton Lecture, but
I ,his was not the case. It is very hard to
enjoy something, no matter how good it
is, if one is physically uncomfortable, and
most people are not comfortable in a
room filled with people in which the
temperature is over eighty degrees. The
very high temperature caused much of
the audience to drowse off during the
first act, and, at the intermission, quite a
few people left, complaining about the
heat as they struggled out the doors. The
reason that was given for the inordinately
high temperature was despite the fact
that it had been in the sixties that day,
the heat, rather than the air conditioning,
had been on all day.
Enough about Kresge. What about
Moby Dick? When I first heard that this
year's Compton Lecture was going to be a
one-man dramatic presentation of Afoby
Dick, I though that it sounded pretty
exciting, after all, one-man shows are not
very common, and often (e.g. 'Hal Hoibrook as Mark Twain), they are extraordinary pieces of theatre. Unfortunately,
this was not the case with Afoby Dick.
From the beginning, I had wondered how
one man was going to portray such an
extremely long and deeply philosophical
book (for those of you who have never
read it, or seen it only in an abridged or
Comics Illustrated edition, try to take
the time someday to read the original, it
is well worth it to come to know Melville's genius). I was particularly interested in how he was going to portray
Queequeg, one of the book's major characters, who throughout its entire length,
says no more than a few sentences.
One would believe from w-al one saw
that Mr. Aranson is an extremely fine
actor, and he did indeed manage to
capture his audience, despite the heat,
quite a bit of the time, but I can't help
feeling that he bit off more than he could
chew. It is extremely difficult, with the
aid of makeup and costume for one
person to represent several different characters, and though he tried to do so by
changing his body movements and in
particular by changing his accent, I don't
think Aranson managed to do so very
well. I had read the book, and I had
trouble keeping people straight, I imagined, and my impressions were later
confirmed by talking to friends, that for
someone who was not familier with what
was supposed to be going on, the task was
next to impossible, and that while one
was in a state of puzzlement as to exactly
who was speaking, it was difficult to feel
the mood of what was going on.
The second act, which involved the
sighting and chasing of Moby Dick, was
;omewhat better than the first in that the
action was clearer, and Mr. Aranson was
masterful in his portrayal of the fervor
Nhich the whale caused in the demented
Ahab. When there was actually a story to
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tell, and something active was being
rA < ;, , .
protrayed, Aranson (who was obviously
more comfortable having shed the peacoat in whichi he had sweltered through
the first act) was successful, but the
problem with the workl he chose is that
for the most part it is deeply philosophical, and as the first act of his presentation
showed, there is really not that much
action, outside of the actual chase, that
takes place. One could not help having
the feeling that perhaps his one-man show
of Dylan
Thomas might have been a
better way to introduce Mr. Aranson to
the MIT Community.
One should, whenever possible, try to
end on an optimistic note, and I want to
point out one particularly valuable thing
about this year's Karl Taylor Compton
Lecture Series presentation. In the past,
the lectures have tended to consist oaf
some great intellectual figure discoursing I
on some great intellectual topic, e.g. 'The I
Mass Communication of Complex Issues',
I
the 1970 lecture. Although the weighty
topics that the Compton series usually photo by Dave
Green
The Doobie Brothers
discusses are of interest, the lectures are I
managed to smooth over many of the bad i guitar. Bob Tredwell played bass. Bob
usually not very well attended; that last
memories of two previous less-than-exthing that an overworked MIT student
French, exhibiting all the inhibition and
pertly carried-off, in fact rather weak, I couth of a Haymarket huckster, plucked
wants to go to for entertainment is yet
appearances (in a wierd billing at the banjo. Together they bounced around,
another lecture. foby Dick was certainly
Orpheum with T. Rex and with the Faces grinning and sliding from song to song
a change from all of that, as not only was
and
Jo Jo Gunne at the Garden).
with the ease of long practice.
every last one of the free tickets gone by
The
effects of Top 40 success are also
The set began with suchi country tunes
the afternoon of the performance
(perhaps in part because of APO's beauti- very clear; surprisingly, though, the fact
as "Stepping Stones," "Darlin' Pal of
that the Doobies' first hit, "Listen to the
ful, great white-fish which they displayed
Mine," "Rollin' In My Sweet Baby's
Music," broke in the Boston market
so prominantly in Building I 0 lobby) but
Arms," and "Shuckin' the Corn." The
didn't manage to assure a sell-out crowd
true country bluegrass enthusiast would
people actually used them, and Kresge
on that Sunday, even with overflow
have been somewhat disappointed, as Joe
was jammed. The program said that "reshows from Chicago to New York and on I Val and friends play a comparatively
cently the series had broadened its scope
sedate city bluegrass - but this is not a
to include areas of the arts as well as to national hot-spots like Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania and De Kalb, Illinois. The I fault, rather a matter of taste. The banjo
contemporary problems." It's surely an
fact that the band has been making
admirable idea, and one ,hopes that the
solos and bass runs never missed; two,
money was all the more obvious; new
three, and occasionally all four voices
type of lecture which was presented this
telephone operator-style headsets (comblended together in harmonies that
year will be presented in the future.
I bining microphones and monitor speakers
always hit home, Joe Val's golden-pure
into a small, portable, stage-clearing defalsetto made for an unforgettable
vice) and loads of good, expensive equipinterpretation of `Freight Train Blues."
ment are just some of the by-products
Bob French took up the guitar for a while
and outgrowths from AM hits.
to walk off with "H-obo's Lullabye."
Led by string-breaking guitarist Tom
As the evening progressed, the music
Johnson and white-haired drummer "Litturned more towarTds country-folk, and
tle John" Hartman "who looks more like
the audience began to sway and sing
an overweight Little Lord Fauntleroy),
along. I found those latter songs even
by Neal Vitale
the band performed a fast-paced set,
more pleasing, and was sorry to have to
complete with billowing smoke effects, in
leave early. Joe Val and his New England
their-own inimitable chunky-sounding
Bluegrass Boys may never achieve
in light of all the commotion and
rock style. The vocals of Johnson, bassist
superstardom, but Ei doubt they will ever
almost cult-like devotion afforded the
Tiran Porter, and second guitarist Pat
fail to entertain, and entertain well. They
whole Macon, Georgia/Capricorn Records
Simmons
are
at
their
best
in
a
soaring,
will appear again at Passim on December
axis of Deep South imusic, as well as the
crystalline number like "Clear As the
11; meanwhile, they have one album out
increasing "pop" influences infiltrating
on Rounder Records of Somerville, and
and watering down country 'n' western, a I Driven Snow," or balancing off the thick
guitar chording in their latest, and best,
another due out any week now.
band like the Doobie Brothers is a rather
single of "China Grove" (introduced in
amazing entity. They have managed to
I presume that Dave Van Ronk played
concert with a rather bizarre Grateful
fuse overtones from both those styles
Dead-ish opening). Instrumental breaks
all his six shows at Passim over
with a heady dose of rock and create a
are handled with an unexpected frenzy;
Thanksgiving weekend to full houses;
strong, readily identifiable, distinctly
certainly the show I say was packed.
even
the
dangerous
aspect
of
sameness
commercial sound that is far more palatEveryone awaited the man who has been
among
songs,
somewhat
apparent
on
able, if not always more appetizing, than
record, is particularly well-avoided when
one of the most influential people in so
the bulk of the recent work by Wet
many forms of American folk music,
performing live.
Willie, the Marshall Tucker Band, Donna
from mountain blues to jazz band to city
The Doobie Brothers aTe a very good
Fargo, Conway Twitty, or those other
blues.
band, though by no means great; it's a
brothers.
Van Ronk was preceded by a man by
The Doobie Brothers are a tight, pro- shame that Top 40/commercial success
the name of Ed Bluestone. Mr. Bluestone
fessionally slick bunch; all those attri- isn't viewed in America as it is in England
was billed as a comedian.
butes are readily manifest in a gig such as (where it is an accepted fact that a group
will
try
to
be
as
saleable
and
playable
as
an earlv November teaming with Three
When he first began to sing, Van
possible on a three-minute 45). There is a
Man Army (an emdbarassingly obnoxious,
Ronk's
voice was soft. The guitar come
stigma to being a hit group, perhaps
Cream-styled trio led by ex-drummer for
through
clear and no-nonsense, each note
because of the rather juvenile appeal of
the Jeff Beck Group and the ill-fated May
and
chord
crisp and sure. The song was
AM radio. But there are far worse ways to
Blitz, Tony Newman). Finalily top-billed,
"God
Bless
the Child," which appears on
the Doobies, via a powerful non-stop set, spend a Sunday night than seeing and
the
Just
Dave
Fan R onk album. But there
hearing
the
Doobie
Brothers.
I
was
some
strange
difference. And then
I
I
-_M
Mr. Van Ronk burst out into a bellow
and roared the song at us. The pace
O
quickened, and he swung right into his
"Gaslight Rag." Then he slowed down a
bit, and played Joni Mitchell's "Urge For
Goin'."
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by Dan Dern
p
The Passim Coffehouse, located at 47
I
Pal iner Street in Caambridge, continues to
I be the most pleasant place I have found
I
I
in the Boston area to hear name folk I
I singers, as well as local and lesser-known II
artists. Bob and Rue Donlin run PassimI I
with a quiet competency that never pres- I
II
sures of fails to be less than friendly. The
mood was well in evidence when I went
there to see Joe Val and the New England
B3luegrass Boys earlier this month.
I
Joe Val's bluegrass string quartet is a
regular at Passim; the audience consisted
of many people who clearly knew the
performers well enough to bandy insults
and small-talk, plus a smattering of other
Cambridge citizens come for a night of
bluegrass. The musicians were perfectly at
ease. Joe Val played mandolin and shared
lead vocals with Dave Dillon, who played

About this time I began to have some
insight into what was going on. This was
not the Dave Van Ronk I was used to,
and I was puzzled; just as !wtas upcertain
the first tlne I heard Dave Bromberg or

Louden Wainright I[I. The1

MUSiC would

slow dowrn and speed up from phrase to
phrase; Dave Van Ronk, whispered, spoke,
and shouted- His eyes flashed. hlis l'ace
never stood still. Van Ronk's new style is

not

immediately

accessible,

but

it

is

worth the effort to listen. thc nlanagcs to
bring to each song all the feeling and pain
that the author alone has normally been
able to convey. Van Ronk puts himse.lf so
completely into each song that it comes
out a new thing; his song. Blended Nvith
the skill and undertones of his career,
Dave Van Ronk has created a new- style
of folksinging which must be heard to be
un,-,rstood. And once you hear him, I
think you will agree with me that this is a
good new thing.
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George Frideric Handel's oratorio
Messiah is probably the most popular
concert work in the English language.
Over the years since its premiere in 1742,
it has acquired a solemn Victorian devotional aura which totally contradicts the
joyous nature of the music. In order to
get a fair impression of Messiah it must be
heard in a performance which at least
attempts to present the piece in a manner
which the composer would have recognized and approved. The past six years
have seen the issuance of seven recordings
which aim, to some degree, at historical
authenticity, conducted by (in order of
release): Robert Shaw (RCA LSC 6 175),
Colin Davis (Philips SC71 AX 300),
Charles Mackerras (Angel SC 3705),
Johannes
Somary (Vanguard
VCS
10090/1/2), Richard Bonynge (London
1396), and this month David Willcocks
(imported HMV SLS 845) and Karl
Richter (DG 2709045). Each of these has
distinct virtues, but none is sufficiently
free oi annoying deficiencies to make it a
clear winner.

Ornamentation is a touchy issue for
scholars and performers alike. Basically,
ornamentation consists of the alteration
or- addiion ot notes to the writtet line.
Certain types of ornaments (cadentiai
trills, appogiaturas, and doUbie-dotting in
the "Fre2nch ovcrture"-stvle movernents)
were so standard a feature of the baroque
style that the entire orchestra and chorus
could be expected to observe them without their having to be notated. More
elaborate ornament ation should be left to
solo artists, both the solo) singers and the
small group of "concertino" players that
accompanies the arias and alternates with
the main "ripieno" body of the orchestra
in choral numbers. Ornamentation is an
improvisatory art, and it is as wrong to
have large groups of performers ornament
a line in a fashion that would have to be
coordinated in advance as it is to deny
the place of even the most basic of
ornaments in solo arias. Charles Mackerras, Johannes Somary, and Richard
Bonynge all add ornaments in inappropriate places, with varying degrees of taste
and therefore of success (Bonynge's is
often laughably overdone). On the other
hand. Karl Richter and Robert Shaw add
few Ornaments that are not-specifically
I required in the score-mode'rn scholarship
has shown this kind of "textual purity"
to be totally misguided for Handel.
The sonority of the performing forces
is another important issue. Handel used
about 20 choristers (men and boys) at the
premiere, and between thirty and forty in
the full ("ripieno") orchestra. The only
all-male chorus, and the closest approach
to the original sound, is found in the new
Willcocks recording, with the superb
Choir of King's College, Cambridge and
the typically impeccable Academy of St.
I Martin-in the Fields orchestra. Unfortui
I nately. this performance is spoiled for me
by the inauthentic and unsuccessful gimmick of assigning the soprano solos to the
twelve choirboys in unison and the alto
solos to a male countertenor. Handel
most definitely had women soloists-we
even know their names and how much
they were paid! This is a case of misguided super-authenticity. Richter's new recording, on the contrary, uses a sixtypiece orchestra which, recorded in a very
resonant halt, sound more like a full
modern symphony orchestra than the
Ii chamrber-sized ensemble that Handel had
in mind. All seven of these recordings
feature fine choral singing and playing,.
with that on Bonynge's recording being
the least satisfactory. The solo singers are
generally very good; a choice among them
is basically a matter of personal taste. !
ramrelatively less pleased by the mealymouthed diction of Joan Sutherland and
Htuguette Tourangeau on the Bonynge
discs. Considering the interest in original
instruments for Bach, iL is somewhat surprising that there are yet no recordings of
Messiah done by an original-instrument
ensemble; perhaps the fact that these
groups are primarily found on the European continent rather than in Englishspeaking countries is a partial explanation.

i

I

The most elusive quality of all is the
proper spirit. Baroque music is generally
based on dance forms, and it is important
that the dance-like character be prominent. A large part of that problem is
solved merely by reducing the performing
forces to the proper size. It is difficult to
decide how expressive a performance of
Messiah should be. As a reaction to the
V.
JI
J
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overindulgent "expressivity" of old .Vic- I poems, and the other a classically propor- I
torian-style performances, an equally in- tioned symphony in the manner of
appropriate "purity" has become fashion- Brahms. He found the recording under
able. The new Willcocks performance
consideration (Ormandy's for RCA) to be
seems to suffer a bit from this; it would of the former "piece," and mentioned
be difficult for a dozen boys to sing with recordings by Monteux and Szell of the
the same sensitivity- as a single soprano in latter, more correct, interpretation. David
any case. Colin Davis seems to have at- Epstein's performance of the Sibelius SecI.
tained a most satisfying baroque feeling ond with the MIT Symphony Orchestra
I
by P.E. Schindler, Jr.
i
without losing sight of the emotional on November 19 was definitely of the
I
content of the text and the inusic.
"structural" variety, but it lost none of
II
II
The
National
Lampoon
Radio
Hour,
a
the expressive power that proponents of a
It
A choice among these versions is very
program
conceived
and
produced
by
the
freer approach seek. The sound of the
i
difficult. Colin Davis's Philips recording is
editors of America's nationally famous IIf
orchestra was as fine as I have-ever heard
probably the safest recommendation,
humor magazine of the same name, is I
from them; violin tone in particular had a
with the Somary version on Vanguard
now being broadcast in Boston by WBCN
richness that often escapes amateur orCardinal also good overall at a substantialevery Saturday night at 11:00 pm. It is
chestras and is particularly difficult to
ly lower price. Charles Mackerras's Angel
exceedingly well done, technically, and at I
achieve in Kresge Auditorium. Sibelius'
recording is extremely heavily ornamenleast as funny as the National Lampoon II
Second Symphony has a tremendously
i
ted, but it is a fine version to own if the
itself.
exciting close, and this performance proI
ornamentation doesn't seem excessive;
That last remark requires a little explavided ample goose bumps.
I
this is' a matter of personal taste. The
nation.
There is a certain kind of humor
The Mozart Marriage of Figaro Overi
Mackerras version also includes some vari- I
in which the Lampoon is in a class by[
tare was well paced and played, but
ants of arias (composed by Handel) that
itself. Just as the Firesign Theatre onceI
suffered in the area of wind/string balare available nowhere else, such as the I
depended on word-play, just as Mad leans
I
ance because of the large string sections
delightful 12/8 version of Reloice Greaton parodies. just ais all TV comedians lean
I
employed. Yasuo Watanabe's playing in
Iv. The -Robert Shaw RCA recording is Prokofieff's Third Piano Concerto was
on skits, so too does Natiamp nave aL'
I available in a very inexpensive two-disc
characteristic basis for its humor: pornosomewhat of a disappointment. Tech"highlights" form (VCS 708i) which is
graphy and bad taste.
I
nically it was very secure, but the harddefinitely preferable to the absurdly overto-define spark of life and excitement just
I happen to find bad taste funny, and
I blown Sargent version on Seraphim at a
wasn't there. The orchestra played quite
am able, as a white, middle class male, to
i comparable price. Because of the solo
ignore enough of the pornography to he
i singing oddities, as well as a certain con- well, in the Prokofieff, with the woodI servatism in ornamentation and tempo in wind writing properly prominent, but it
able to enjoy the rest of the magazine and
I solo arias, hiie Willcocks is not a good first sometimes overmatched the piano sound,
therefore the radio program as well.
i at least from my seat (sound often varies
I
Some pe(ople I know refuse to read the
I
to own, but it is definitely
i recording
radically from position to position in
magazine because they are offended by
worth having, or at least hearing, for the
Kresge).
the sexist treatment of women: Ms.
exquisite choral and orchestral work. AnI
Agnew is semi-literate in the regular "Mrs.
gel will presumably issue it in this counAgnew's Diary" feature: the Nixon
try; a choral highlights disc would be
At midnight on the same evening as
I
women are shown in all their mental
especialily welcome.
the MIT Symphony concert, the Bach
I
splendor, and Florence Nesbitt of MonSociety Orchestra of Harvard gave an
treal spends most of her time worying
all-Mozart concert in Sanders Theatre.
about what to do with stale cream cheese
I
Mozart is'one of the hardest composers to
and furry quadrapeds.
I
perform well, since his scoring is so transparent that every line is cruelly exposed,
You need have no such feafrs about the
and the phrasing of the players must be
radio program. Since it is intended for
both subtle and absolutely unanimous.
broadcast by a medium licensed by the
The best part of this concert was the first
federal government, and most especially
piece, again the Marriage of Figaro Overone which can be fined for the broadcast
ture, where the balance of winds to
of obscenity, the sexual "humor" aspect
strings was much more Mozartean, both
is played down on the show.
in numbers and in sound. Errors, both
from the players and the conductor (one
The bad taste, however, is as omniserious miscue and several other slips)
present on the air as it is in the magazine.
marred the rest of the program to a
Never being ones to avoid kicking a man
greater extent. Stephen Hammer's playing
while he's down, the Natlamp people
of the C Major Oboe Concerto was reacontinue their nasty, biting written atsonably accurate without being particutacks
on Nixon in this new aural medium.
I
The performances of Mressiah given larly distinguished, and no revelations
Although they did not seem to be able to
each year by the Handel and Haydn were forthcoming to offset the imprecicome up with anyone who could do a
Society under Thomas Dunn are a Boston sion in Eine Kleine Nachtmusik and the
good Nixon imitation, the first proinstitution, dating back to 1818. Mr. Hajff7er Symphony.
gram presented him in a very funny
Dunn has spent a great deal of time in the
situation in which he sat in a recording
study of proper performance practice for
studio, working on the 300th take of
this piece, and as a member of the small
A visit to Ohio afforded me the oppor"Of course we can raise a nmillion dollars.
chorus which sings in these concerts, I
tunity of hearing the Cleveland Orchestra
but it would be wrong," for insertion into
can attest to the care with which they are
in its home, Severance Hall, on Novemberi the "John Dean, March 20th conversaprepared. This year Messiah will be given
23. Under the direction of its new music
tion" tape.
at Symphony Hall on Friday and Sunday,
director, Lorin Maazel, with soloists Ag-i
Well, I guess you have to have been
December 7 and 9, at 8 pmr. These perfor- I nes Giebel and Hermann Prey and thet I
there.
You probably don't think "Megamances are inevitably sold out some days
Cleveland Orchestra Chorus, the orchestra
phone
Newsreel," taking a warped hopbefore concert date, so it pays to check
played the Brahms Deuisches Requiem
scotch through the news is funny either.
with the box office regarding availability
performed complete, in German, and
"Chat With Pat," and her teen talk advice
(266-1492).
without intermission.
to the little boy who was asked to dress
When the management of the orchesup in a leather bikini, would probably not
Two of MIT's choral ensembles will be tra had to find a successor to George
seem any funnier to you than her suggesperforming in the next week, both under
Szell, the players voted overwhelmingly I tion to her announcer Wayne that he
the direction of John Oliver, who is also
against Maazel (and for the late lstvan
should eat her shorts.
in charge of vocal and choral activities for I Kertesz), and I can now understand why.
The second program went on to exthe Boston Symphony. The new select
Where Szell would have used the bare
plore such previously unexplored areas as
chamber chorus, known as the MIT
minimum of gestures to indicate his inbutter in taxis, and why it disappeared
Schola Cantorum, will make its debut
tentions, Maazel seemed to be going
after the war, as did its replacement.
Sunday evening at 8 in Kresge, perform- through a well-rehearsed show on the
rnargart ne.
ing Monteverdi's Mass for Four Voices
podium, with studied, elegant gestures
and music of Orlando di Lasso. The MIT I that had no particular relationship to thel
Don't listen to the show! Miss such
Choral Society will perform at 3 on Sunwonders as "Land a Million, a game showy
music. He appeared to be "doing his
day, December 9, in a program featuring
in which you pilot a 707 loaded with a
thing," so to speak, without any direct
music of Haydn and Mozart and the
million in cash and prizes, and get one
visual or emotional contact with the perI formers.
Stravinsky Mass.
landing instruction for every question
Tonight in Kresge at 8 the Contem- I
you answer right (and its daytime version.
porary Chamber Ensemble with soloist
Nevertheless, it was an impressively
"Land a Grand," where you land a Piper
I
Jan DeGaetani will present a program
solid performance, bringing to mind my
Cub with $1000 worth of goodies and
including Schoenberg's Pierrot Luniaire favorite recorded performances by Kleinsonic nitroglicerin on board.)
and a new work, Confinement, by MIT's
perer (Angel S 3624) and Kempe (imIf you miss the National Lampoon
John Harbison under its music director,
ported HMV 30073/4) in terms of struc- Radio Hour, it will be your own fault.
Arthur Weisberg. These same performers
tural unity and a sense of authority.
Don't go trying to blame it on anyone
have made a brilliant recording of Pierrot Without the distraction of Maazel's diselse. There is simply no excuse for missLunaire for Nonesuch, and this concert
concerting podium manner, this interpreing the funniest piece of radio since that
should be a real event. Also tonight,
tation would probably come across very
little piece with the two bulges on the
unfortunately, is an organ recital by well on disc, and I hope that Decca/
ends that you never could fit in.
Marie-Claire Alain at Memorial Church at
London plans to record it. The chorus,
Harvard. The program will include music trained by Robert Page, was large (over
As one of the Natlamp editors recently
by Bach and by the performer's late
200) but accurate and unified in tone,
told New York Magazine, "you've got to
brother, Jehan Alain.
and the two soloists were sensitive to the
have time to make a peanut-butter sandtext as well as vocally assured. The famed
wich or roll some dough, so there have to
perfection
of
the
Cleveland
Orchestra
is
be some boring spots too." He also
Dealing with a new recording of Jean
still
there,
but
the
chamber
music-like
mentioned that the show is taped at the
Sibelius' Second Symphony, a record reclarity
and
transparency
that
was
its
hallRadio Ranch, a replica of a 1 948 radio I
viewer recently talked semi-seriously
studio, and reminded me of a regular
about two different pieces with that title: mark under Szeil is not what it once
feature of the show, detective No-Eyes
one of them a set of ultra-romantic tone II was.
I
I
Hooligan and his seeing-eye duck.
I
Z-- 9

'NatLamp.
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By Paul Schindler
An
imlportan t part of
"Give me any one or number
Saltzman's presentation, he says,
of open-minded,
thinking are the numnerous photographs
rational people. We'll both look
the Committee has collected.
at what happened in Dealy Plaza
"There are 500 units of photowhen Kennedy was shot. At the
graphic evidence. If you count
very least, the person will go
frames of film, over 25,000
away with some unanswered
individual pictures were taken.
questions," according to Robert
The Warren Commission only
Saltzman, 26.
looked at 26 of them. I will
Saltzman is a Computer
show many more than that at
Systems Designer at the General
my lecture."
Electric Research and DevelopSaltzman said his own interment facility by day. On his own
est
in the assassination was first
time, he works with tile Comaroused
when he was a high
mittee to Investigate Assasischool
student
in 1965. He did
nations, a group based in Washnot begin any professional work
ington, D.C. He serves as a speuntil 1970, however, when he
cial consultant to the Committee
became one of the two dozen or
on application of computers.
so people directly involved in
Monday night, at 7:30)pm in
the work of the Committee to
Kresge Auditorium, Saltzman
Investigate Assassinations. "It is
will speak on the topic "The
not a direct membership organiWarren Report: Fact or Ficzation," he continued,
"but
tion." The topic is not the one
there are many people who
he once planned to speak on,
make occasional contributions,
"The
Assasination of JFK,
and we have a mailing list of
Evidence of a
Conspiracy,"
thousands.
because, he said, he could not
prove that as well.
"In essence, there are strong
similarities between the Watergate situation and the Warren
Report," Saltzman told The
Tech in a recent telephone'interview. "I will show in my lecture
that there was a conspiracy and
that there was a second conspiracy to cover-up the first."
Saltzman says his biggest
problem is that he has too much
material to present verbally, so
that he will only be able to hit
the highlights of the evidence.
Within his experience, most
people that have seen his presentation become "deeply troubled
about the Warren Commission
findings, leading them to believe
that there was more than one
assassin, and that Lce Harvey
Oswald was not one of them."
Is-
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With Superex Stereophones, you'v- got the best seat in Philharmonic
Hall. You're in the control room at every recording session. And you can change
seats simply by changing the volume.
Transport yourse If to the center of the brass section,
or see what it feels like to sit under the cymbals.
..
The Superex PEP-79 will carry you there. According to Stereo Review, ". .. though one of the lowestprice electro-static headsets we know of, sounds
"
about as good as the best and most expensive ones " : '
we've tested thus far--and that is no small
achievement." Write for a complete report.
You'll have a pair of Superex Stereophones
'

with a 10-22,000 Hz.
frequency response a
handsome console that
works off any amplifier,

'!

and a one year guarantee-

...
PEP-79

.

Sugg. Retail Price $85.00

Onompoz M:grdeaee:ozs. Feel ifl-hA a yon Faam
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For Free Literature Write: Superex Electronics Corp., Dept. F i, 151 Ludlow St., YonIKers, N.Y. 10705.
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For the session starting Fall, 1974,
Euromed will assist qualified American students ingaining admission
to recognized overseas medical
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Columbia
to
cassettes
stay
ae
made
alive for lon tie.

schools.
And that's just the beginning.
Since the language barrier constitutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeeding at a foreign school, the Euromed
program also includes an intensive
12 week medical and conversational
language course, mandatory for all
students. Five hours daily, 5 days per
week (12-16 weeks) the course is
given in the country where the student
will attend medical school.

n act they're the only fail-

Columbia cassettes are made to
stay alive for along time. In fact, they're the only failsafe cassettes on the market.
We have low noise/high output gamma-ferric oxide tape. And thanks to a 20-20,000
Hzfrequency range, what you heart- is what you get.
We useoversized Mylarslip sheets; impregnated with graphite. Sothere's no f-iction.
Then the tape is guided along by Deirin rollers, mounted in metal
pins. You can't find a more sure-footed cassette.
And to top it off, each cassette comes with two extra self-sticking
recording labels, an index and a bonus coupon. That gives you
one free C-60 cassette after you've bought II1.
Our cassettes a-c something special. We call them fail-safe. You'l!
call them fantastic.

I

In addition. Eurorned provides students with a 12 week intensive cultural orientation program, with
American students now studying medicine in that particular country serving
as counselors.
Senior or graduate students currently

enrolled in an American university are
eligible to participate in the Euromed
program.
For application and further
information, phone toll free,

(800) 645-1234
or write,

Euro.
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overindulgent "expressivity" of old Vic- poems,
and the other a classically proporI
George Frideric Handel's oratorio
inequally
an
performances,
torian-style
II
symphony in the manner of
tioned
popular
most
the
Messiah is probably
app:ropriate "purity" has become fashion- Brahms.
He found the recording under
I
concert work in the English language.
able. The new Willcocks performance consideration (Ormandy's for RCA) to be
Over the years since its premiere in 1742,
I the former "piece," and mentioned
seems to suffer a bit from this; it would of
it has acquired a solemn Victorian devowith
sing
to
boys
dozen
a
for
by Monteux and Szell of the
difficuLlt
be
recordings
I
tional aura which totally contradicts the
in
soprano
a
single
as
sensitivitysame
correct, interpretation. David
the
more
latter,
joyous nature of the music. In order to
athave
of the Sibelius Secto
seems
Davis
performance
Colin
case.
Epstein's
any
be
must
get a fair impression of Messiah it
Orchestra
feeling
Symphony
baroque
MIT
the
satisfying
II
with
most
a
ond
tained
least
at
which
performance
a
heard in
by P.E. Schindler, J.r.
without losing sight of the emotional on November 19 was definitely of the
attempts to present the piece in a manner
content of the text and the inusic.
"structural" variety, but it lost none of
which the composer would have recogThe National Lampocn Radio Hour, a
the expressive power that proponents of a
nized and approved. The past six years
program conceived and produced by the
A choice among these versions is very freer approach seek. The sound of the
have seen the issuance of seven recordings
editors of America's nationally famous
difficult. Colin Davis's Philips recording is orchestra
I
was as fine as I have-ever heard
which aim, to some degree, at historical
humor magazine of the same name, is
probably the safest recommendation,
from them; violin tone in particular had a
authenticity, conducted by (in order of
now being broadcast in Boston by WBCN
with the Somary version on Vanguard richness that often escapes amateur orrelease): Robert Shaw (RCA LSC 6 175),
Cardinal also good overall at a substantial- chestras and is particularly difficult to 1 every Saturday night at 11:00 pm. It is
Colin Davis (Philips SC71 AX 300),
exceedingly well done, technically, and at
ly lower price. Charles Mackerras's Angel achieve in Kresge Auditorium. Sibelius'
Charles Mackerras (Angel SC 3705),
least as funny as the Natioznal Lampoon
recording is extremely heavily ornamen- Second
Syrmphony has a tremendously
I
VCS
Somary (Vanguard
Johannes
itself.
it is a fine version to own if the exciting close, and this performance probut
ted,
10090/l/2), Richard Bonynge (London
That last remark requires a little expladoesn't seem excessive; vided ample goose bumps.
ornamentation
1_396), and this month David Willcocks
There is a certain kind of humor
nation.
of personal taste. The II
matter
a
isthis
The Mozart Marriage of Figaro Over(imported HMNIV SLS 845) and Karl
is in a class by
in which the Lampoonz
includes some -vari- I
also
version
Mackerras
ture was well paced and played, but
Richter (DG 2709045). Each of these has
Theatre once
Firesign
the
as
Just
itself.
ants of arias (composed by Handel) that suffered in the area of wind/string baldistinct virtues, but none is sufficienltlvy
as 11ad leans
juist
word-play,
on
I
depended
the
are available nowhere else, such as
ance because of the large string sections
free o f annoying deficiencies to make it a iI
lean.
comedians
TV
:is
all
just
parodies.
on
GreatRejoice
of
version
employed. Yasuo Watanabe's playing in
I delightful 12/8
clear winner.
a
op
have
Naiaim
does
too
so
skits,
on
is
recording
RCA
Shaw
Robert
Iv,. The
was
I available in a very inexpensive two-disc Prokofieff's Third Piano Concerto
b3asis for its thumor: pornocharacteristic
Ornriame.tation is a touchy issue for
somewhat of a disappointment. Techgraphy and bad taste.
scholars and performers alike. Bascailly, I "highlights"' formn (VCS 708i) which is nically it was very secuLre, but the hard- 04
overabsurdly
the
to
preferable
definitely
consists of the alteration I
ornLamneintation
to-define spark of life and excitement just
I happen to find bad taste funny, and
or- acltion of notes to the writter line.! I blown Sargent versioni on Seraphim at a wasn't there. The orchestra played quite
able, as a white, middle class mnaile, te
am
(ertain types of ornaments (cladentiai II comparable price. Bec alse of the solo well in the Prokofieff. with the woodto he
enough of the pornograthy
ignore
II singing oddities, as well as a certain conit
but
prominent,
trills, appoggiaturas, and doUbie-dott ipL in
properly
writing
wind
and
thle
magazine
of
rest
the
erjoy
to
able
I
S I servatism in ornamentation and tenmpo in
the "Frtzncil ovcr-tue"-st,: e movenqen1ts)
sometimes overmatched t he piano sound,
therefore the radio program as well.
we|re so standardl a featurer of the baroaqte I solo arias. tihe Will ckcls is not a good first I at least fromn my seat (soulnd often varies
Somne pe.ople I know refuse to read the
style that the entire orchestra and ch)rus' recording to own, but it is definilely
radically from position to position in
because tihey are offended hy
magazine
couid be expected to observe thein with-! worLih having, or at least hearing, for the
Kresge).
the sexist treatment of women: Ms.
out their having to be notated. NMore I exquisite choral and orchestral work. AnAgnew is semi-literate in the regular "Mrs.
elaborate ornament ation should be left to Igel will presumably issue it in this counthe Nixon
Diary" feature'
Agnew's
At midn ighlt on the same evening as
solo artists, hoth the solo singers and the I try; a choral highlights disc would be
women are shown in all their mental
the MIT Symphony concert, the Bach
small group of "concertinao" players that I especially welcome.
splenldor, and Florence Nesbitt of NMonI
gave an
Society Orchestra of Harvard
accompanies the arias andl alternates with
treal spends most of her time worrying
all-Mozart concert in Sanders Theatre.
the aiain "ripieno" body of the orchestra
about what to do with stale cream cheese
Mozart is'one of the hardest composers to
in choral numlecrs. Ornamentation is an I
and furry quadrapeds.
perform well, since his scoring is so transimprmvisatory art, and it is as wrong to I
parent that every line is cruelly exposed,
have large groups of performers orna nent
You need have no such fears about the
and the phrasing of the players must be
be
to
have
a line in a fashion that would
radio program. Since it is intended for
both subtle and absolutely unanimous.
coordinated in advance as it is to deny
broadcast by a medium licensed by the
The best part of this concert was the fir-st
the place of even the most basic of
federal government, and most especially
piece, again the Mfarriage of Figaro Olderornaments in solo arias. Charles Mackerone which can be fined for the broadcast
ture, where the balance of winds to
ras, johannes Somary, and Richard
of obscenity, the sexual "humor" aspect
strings was much more Mozartean, both
Bonynge all add ornaments in inappropriis played down on the show.
in numbers and in sound. Errors, both
ate places, with varying degrees of taste
from the players and the conductor (one
and therefore of success (Bonynge's is
'The bad taste, however, is as omni-.E
serious miscue and several other slips)
often laughably overdone). On the other
present on the air as it is in the magazine.
marred the rest of the program to a
hand, Karl Richter and Robert Shaw add
Never being ones to avoid kicking a mani
greater extent. Stephen Hammer's playillg
nrot-specifically
are
that
Ornaments
few
I
while he's down, the Natlamp people
I requiied in fhe score-mode'rn scholarship
of the C Major Oboe Concerto was reacontinue their nasty, biting written atsonably accurate without being particuhas shown this kind of "textual purity"
tacks on Nixon in this new aural medium.
I
to be totally misguided for Handel.
Although they did not seem to be able to
The performances of llessiah given larly distinguished, and no revelations
The sonority of the performing forces each year by the Handel and Haydn were forthcoming to offset the impreelcome up with anyone who could do a3
I is another important issue. Handel used Society under Thomas Dunn are a Boston sion in Eine Kleine Xachltllusik and the,
good Nixon imitation, the first pro.
i about 20 choristers (men and boys) at the
gram presented him in a very funny
institution, dating back to 1818. Mr. Hajafner Symp hony.
premiere, and between thirty and forty in Dunn has spent a great deal of time in the
situation in which he sat in a recordingC
I the full ("ripieno") orchestra. The only
studio, working on the 300th take 0f
for
practice
performance
proper
of
study
I
all-male chorus, and the closest approach this piece, and as a member of the small
"Of course we can raise a million dollars.
A visit to Ohio afforded me the opporI
to the original sound, is found in the new chorus which sings in these concerts, I
but it would be wrong," for insertion into
Orchestra
Cleveland
the
of
hearing
tunity
Willcocks recording, with the superb can attest to the care with which they are
'-John Dean, March 20th conversathe
Novembei
on
Hall,
Severance
home,
in its
Choir of King's College, Cambridge and prepared. This year Messiah will be given
tion" tape.
23. Under the direction of its new music
the typically impeccable Academy of St. at Symphony Hall on Friday and Sunday,
director, Lorin Maazel, with soloists AgI
Well, I guess you have to have beeni
Martin-in the Fields orchestra. Unfortu- December 7 and 9), at 8 pro. These perforGiebel and Hermann Prey and the|
nles
i
I
me
for
is
spoiled
You probably don't think "Megathere.
performance
this
nately,
I
Cleveland Orchestra Chorus, the orchestra
mances are inevitably sold out somie days
Newsreel," taking a warped hopphone
by thle inauthentic and unsuccessful gim- before concert date, so it pays to check
played the Bralhms Delwzsches Requiem
the news is funny either.
through
scotch
nmick of assigning the soprano solos to the with the box office regarding availability
performed complete, in German, and
and her teen talk advice
twelve choirboys in unison and the alto (266-1492).
Pat,"
With
"Chat
without intermission.
to the little boy who was asked to dress
i solos to a male countertenor. Handel
up in a leather bikini, would probably not
When the management of the orchesI most definitely had women soloists-we
be
will
ensembles
choral
MIT's
of
Two
much
how
and
names
seem any funnier to you than her suggeseven know their
tra had to find a successor to George
under
both
week,
next
the
in
performing
misguidof
is
a
case
This
paid!
tion to her announcer Wayne that he
were
they
overwhelmingly
voted
i
Szell, the players
ed super-authenticity. Richter's new re- the direction of John Oliver, who is also
should eat her shorts.
against Maazel (and for the late lstvan
cording, on the contrary, uses a sixty- in charge of vocal and choral activities for I Kertesz), and I can now understand why.
The second program went on to explore such previously unexplored areas as
piece orchestra which, recorded in a very the Boston Symphony. The new seiect
Where Szell would have used the bare
butter in taxis, and why it disappeared
minimum of gestures to indicate his inresonant hall, sound more like a full chamber chorus, known as the MIT
tentions, Maazel seemed to be going
modern symphony orchestra than the Schola Cantorurm, will make its debut
after the war, as did its replacement.
through a well-rehearsed show on the
m argart ne.
chamber-sized ensemble that Handel had Sunday evening at 8 in Kresge, perfonrmMass for Four Vofces
in mind. All seven of these recordings ing Monteverdi's
podium, with studied, elegant gestures
Don't listen to the show! Miss such
feature fine choral singing and playing, and music of Orlando di Lasso. The MIT I that had no particular relationship to the| I
music. He appeared to be "doing his! I wonders as "Land a Million, a game sho
{twith that on B~onynge's recording being I Choral Society will perform at 3 on Sunin which you pilot a 707 loaded with a1
thing," so to speak, without any direct
the least satisfactory. The solo singers are day, December 9, in a program featuring
I
nillion in cash and prizes, and get one
generally very good; a choice among them music of Haydn and Mozart and the visual or emotiornal contact with the perI
I
instruction for every question
landing
formers.
is basically a matter of personal taste. 1 Stravinsky Mass.
I
right (and its daytime version.
answer
Contemyou
the
8
at
in
Kresge
Tonight
I
am relatively less pleased by the mealyimpressively'
an
was
it
where you land a Piper
Grand,"
Nevertheless,
a
"Land
soloist
with
i
Ensemble
Chamber
mouthed diction of Joan Sutherland and porary
I
worth of goodies and
my
$1000
mind
with
to
Cub
program
bringing
a
present
performance,
will
solid
DeGaetani
Jan
Bonynge
the
on
tIuuette Tourangeau
some nitroglicerin on board-)
discs. Considering the interest in original I including Schoenberg's Pierrot Lunaire favorite recorded performances by KlemIf you miss the National Laimpooln
perer (Angel S 3624) and Kempe (iminstruments for Bach, it is somewhat sur- and a new work, Confinement, by MIT's
ported HMV 30073/4) in terms of struc- Radio Hour, it will be your own fault.
prising that there are yet no recordings of John Harbison under its music director,
Arthur Weisberg. These same performers
Don't go trying to blame it on anyone
tural unity and a sense of authority.
Mlessiah done by an original-instrument
disPierrot
Maazel's
of
of
else. There is simply no excuse for missrecording
distraction
a
brilliant
the
made
have
Without
ensen-ble; perhaps the fact that these
interpreconcert
this
ing the funniest piece of radio since that
this
manner,
and
podiumrn
Nonesuch,
concerting
for
Eurothe
Lunaire
on
groups are primarily found
very
tonight,
Also
across
little piece with the two bulges on the
event.
come
real
a
probably
be
should
would
tation
Englishin
than
rather
continent
pean
ends that you never could fit in.
speaking countries is a partial explana- unfortunately, is an organ recital by well on disc, and I hope that Decca/
Marie-Claire Alain at Memorial Church at
London plans to record it. The chorus,
tion.
As one of the Natlamp editors recently
Harvard. The program will include music trained by Robert Page, was large (over
I
The most elusive quality of all is the by Bach and by the performer's late
200) but accurate and unified in tone, I told New York Magazine, "you've got to
proper spirit. Baroque music is generally brothrer, Jehan Alain.
have time to make a peanut-butter sandand the two soloists were sensitive to the
based on dance forms, and it is important
wich or roll some dough, so there have to
text as well as vocally assured. The famed
be
promicharacter
dance-like
the
that
is
Orchestra
be some boring spots too." He also
Cleveland
of
the
perfection
11
Dealing with a new recording of Jean
nent. A large part of that problem is
mentioned that the show is taped at the
music-like
chamber
the
but
there,
still
Sibelius' Second Symphony, a record reRadio Ranch, a replica of a 1948 radio
was its hIallthat
transparency
and
I solved merely by reducing the performing II
clarity
talked semi-seriously
forces to the proper size. It is difficult to viewer recently
I studio, and reminded me of a regular
it
once
what
not
is
Szeil
under
mark
different pieces with that title;
decide how expressive a performance of I about two
feature of the show, detective No-Eyes
was.
a set of ultra-romantic tone
them
of
one
IMessiah should be. As a reaction to the III
I Hooligan and his seeing-eye duck.
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Iarr®mReport veracity
By Paul Schindler
ive me any one or number
pen -mind ed,
th inking
1l people. We'll both look
It happened in Dealy Plaza
Kennedy was shot. At the
east, the person will go
with some unanswered
)ns," according to Robert
tan, 26.
Lzman is a Computer
is Designer at the General
c Research and Developacility by day. On his own
he works with the Comto Investigate Assasi;, a group based in WashD.C. He serves as a speisultant to the Committee
lication of computers.
iday night, at 7:30pm in
Auditorium, Saltzman
,eak on the topic "The
Report: Fact or FicThe topic is not the one
:e planned to speak on,
Assasination of JFK,
:e of a
Conspiracy,"
, he said, he could not
hat as well.
essence, there are strong
ties between the Watertuation and the Warren
Saltzman told The
a recent telephone'interI will show in my lecture
ere was a conspiracy and
,re was a second conspir:over-up the first."
man says his biggest
is that he has too much
I to present verbally, so
will only be able to hit
hlights of the evidence.
in his experience, most
that have seen his presencecome "deeply troubled
:he Warren Commission
leading them to believe
,re was more than one
and that Lee Harvey
was not one of them."

I
I

An
imiportan t part of
Saltzman's presentation, he says,
are the numnerous photographs
the Committee has collected.
"There are 500 units of photographic evidence. If you count
frames of film, over 25,000
individual pictures were taken.
The Warren Commission only
looked at 26 of them. I will
show many more than that at
my lecture."

toh

Saltzman said his own interest in the assassination was first
aroused when hle was a high
school student in 1965. He did
not begin any professional work
until 1970, however, when he
became one of the two dozen or
so people directly involved in
the work of the Committee to
Investigate Assassinations. "It is
not a direct membership organization," he continued, "but
there are many people who
make occasional contributions,
and we have a mailing list of
thousands.

PEP-79
Sugg. Retail Price $85.00
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With Superex Stereophones, you'v. got the best seat in Philharmonic
Hall. You're in the control room at every recording session. And you can change
seats simply by changing the volume.
Transport yourse If to the center of the brass section,
or see what it feels like to sit under the cymbals.
The Superex PEP-79 will carry you there. Accords
ing to Stereo Review, ".. . though one of the lowestI
.
price electro-static headsets we know of, sounds
about as good as the best and most expensive ones
we've tested thus far--and that is no small
achievement." Write for a complete report.
You'll have a pair of Superex Stereophones
,.
,.
with a 10-22,000 Hz.
,
.y
frequency response, a
handsome console that
.
.
. .
works off any amplifier,
and a one year guarantee
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ed will assist qualified Amer:udents ingaining admission
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at's just the beginning.

Columbia cassettes are made to stay alive for a long time. In fact, they're the only failsafe cassettes on the market.
We have low noise/high output gamma-ferric oxide tape. And thanks to a 20-20,000
Hz frequency range, what you hear is what you get.
We use oversized Mylarslip sheets; impregnated with graphite. So there's no fr-iction.
Then the tape is guided along by Delrin rollers, mounted in metal
pins. You can't find a more sure-footed cassette.
And to top it off, each cassette comes with two extra self-sticking
recording labels, an index and a bonus coupon. That gives you
one free C-60 cassette after you've bought 11.
Our cassettes are something special. We call them fail-safe. You'll
call them fantastic.

ie language barrier constitutes
ronderate difficulty in succeeda foreign school, the Euromed
also includes an intensive
k medical and conversational
e course, rnandatory for all
;. Five hours daily, 5 days per
[2-16 weeks) the course is
the country where the student
!nd medical school.
tion. Eurorned provides stuith a 12 week intensive culrientation program, with
n students now studying medithat particular country serving
;elors.
!r graduate students currently

in an American university are
to participate in the Euromed
application and further
rmation, phone toll free,
800) 645-1234
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(Conzttinued f rozt page l)
interested in science
students
of
and tcchnology is smaller today
than it has been for many yzars.
"This group is smaller, I would
say, than it was even in the
"pre-Sputnik" days when science was not emphasized at all
in education," Hecht said.
This is a problem, Hecht added, that "nany people at MIT
are very concerned about-...
A large part of the problem
seems to be a lack of perception
of what engineering actually is.
This is partially due to the
changing nature of the profession," he added, "but it's also
due to the fct that there is a
lack of teaching as to what an
engineer does. You know what a
teacher or a doctor does, because you associate with them
professionally, but you have few
ways of telling what an engLneer
actually does for a living."

Hecht, likle many other
admissions officers, has felt for
some time that the visits of MiT
students are very important in
5nfluencing prospective students.
`%Ve've I,,en saying this to students fo: somle time," he said,
'4and r.ow this study gives some
empikical data to back us up.
What manyr students here don't
seem Io realize is that they
influence people either by
making these visits or by rnot
. .,;..;it . vc, u 'vote with
ni_.~,.:.
liaKingineviiLN;Y3L.

total cost, counterbalanced by a
large naumber of positive influences."' Most MIT applicants
seem to place quite a bit of
emphasis on academic measures,
such as student-faculty ratio,
variety of course offerings,
special pro-gralns, and over-ali
Lesser, but still
reputation.
positive, influences are the location, size, presence or absence of
a graduate school, and other
factors.
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENT IDENTITY CARD FOR 1974
The MIT Foreign Study Office is now authorized by the Council
the
on International Eduactioa Exchange (C!EE) to issue
offers
ISIC
The
(ISIC).
Card
International Student Identity
reduced student rates abroad for: museums, cinemas, theatres,
historical sites anid various shops. Holders of an ISIC also benefit
from the following services and facilities: Student Hostels,
Student Restaurants, Student Charter Flights, Student Railpass,
and international Student Tours.
For further information contact the Foreign Study Office, Room
10-303, Ext. 3-5243...
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Police Blotter is a conipilation prepared by Campus Patrol to report crimes occuring

in the MIT

11/19/73 - 10:05 A.M.

Larceny of three (3) "Chain
Falls". Outside contractor
reports chain falls were loaded
on truck parked in rear of
Building 20 at 3:1Spnipm. Truck
was unattended until 3:45pm
and upon returning to their
Maiden shop at 4:20pm were
found missing. Approximate
value $1,000.

1I/20/73 - 5:00 P.M.
Larceny of a Wallet and Credit
Card Holder from Building E52.
Wallet contained $185.00 cash,
several credit cards and five (5)
blank checks. Wallet was taken
from purse which had been
placed in a file drawer. Coinplainant was out of office on
several occasions. No strangers
were observed in area.

11/19/73 - 3:30 P.MW.

Report of the theft of a Copper
Kettle Humidifier from Building
5-317. A subject was seen
carrying item by the day custodian who thought he was legitimate, he would know him if

11/20/73 - 1:45 P.M.
Report of the theft of a telephone from a desk in Building
36. Phone was intact upon
securing at 5:00pm, 11/19/73
and found missing at 9:00am,
] 1/20/73. Phone was easily

What's "No-fault"? Howr much is apartment insurance?
We'll give you the answers to all your insurance

questions without yiving you a sales pitch. J ust call

Dick Ramsey any weekday.

following items stolen: one (1)
MIT Class Ring, one (1) single

%WTa
To
han

lens reflex Konica Camera, and
$30.00 in cash. Complainant was
taking a shower at time of theft.
No suspects observed in area.

11 Dunster St., Harvard Square (next to the Holyoke Center).
876-0876. Representing Aetna, Travelers, Hartf()rd.
-a
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Consultant, Boston Gas

Telephone 536-3170 for reservations
$7 for non-students, $5 for students with ID
___~
n-l--·n~-·I------ a

$5.00
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STUIDENTS$, STAFF AND FACULTY

Travelling to exotic places over
IAP? Avid collector needs beer
cans from Central and South
America, Africa, Japan. WilI buy
or trade. Martin Landey, Draper
Labs 258-1159 days.
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OVE~ 75,0QQ

P`70URCHAZR

TIRES IN STOCK
RADIALS, IMPORi'D
POLYGLAS ®

.

i

RbAIS3EgD WHTE LETTERS
WIDE 75, 70 a 60 SCRIES
STEEL BEL7TD
TRUCK, CAM~PER,

Leitz 35mm f/3.5 Summaron
w/optical finder for NM3. Very
good condition, sharp, w/filter,
$60.00. Call Dave Tenenbaum at
dl8765 or X3-1541 (253-1541).
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Looking for architectural s+.u cidenL in last year of school interested in designing original vacation home in wooded mountain
area for young couple. Reasonable fee. Please call evenings.
485-2431.
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GOODYEAR SUBURBANITE POLYESTER
OR
FIRESTONE TOWN &COUNTRY POLYESTER

FOR

.& 8-8a

600/650 X 3

$1.83

E78-1 4

735 X 14

$2.22

775 X 14

$2.37s

l

I

DATSUN - PORSCHE - VOLVO

FOREIGN CARS
STUTTERERS
needed for Federally funded research program. Age 16-50. Subjects
will
be paid. Anne
, Newman, Psychology Dept.,
Northeastern
University.
437-3077. Mon-Fri 9-5.

F78- J
ORI~GI!NAL

H784 5

oEQUPMENT

i've been typing Masters and
Ph.D's
Full Time
fcr 4 years (and still love it!) I'd
,be happy to help you. (IBM
-Correcting Selectric) 894-3406

AT THE SAME

&.

THE SIGN OF QUALITY TIRES
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TMES DISMOUNTED

|

LAMME

1

CAMBRIDGE WAREHOUSE

I
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CHARLES PLAYHOUSE
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·

$238l

$2.e0

1

i

M

290 ALBANY STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MASS 02139
TELEPHONE (617) 864-7575
O09Mass Ave. near M I T.

MAON.
7:30-7:00
L

[
E

II

TUES.
7:30-5:30
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REGARDLESS

Ow

W-EmE
PUR@K$ED

T RE COWARNIf

NATIONWIDE WHOLESALE

"Mlagnificent mind-blowing
play" Carolyn Clay, Bostonl Plzoenzix
iZ
"The ' N' loony-bin to visit"Arthur Friedman, Real Paper
SAVE MONEY: STUDENT
DISCOUNT! STUDENT RUSH

855 X 15

0
2

FLS MQ0M BED

CtAMBREDGEE
FREE INISTALLATION
FULL GUARANTEE
PRO VIDES
FOR BATTERY
REPLACEMENT
FREE
WITHIN 90 DAYS.

$2.60

95

ND TADE-IN REQUIRED

'tER EQUrE

M.'EREST-FRIEE
CHARBGE ACCOUNTS

. .

C9yW

$2 |

PRICES WE SELL TO OUR DEALERS

QUALIFIED
CUSTOMER~~~~~LJ_

I

825 X 15

(Adiustment_ Prorated
an ; Tread Depth,
Based on Manufccturers Adiustmont Price)
*=
-,

· ,

NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL WAREHOUSE FOR

r

$2.42

$2.75

NO LIMiT ON MILES o NO LUMT ON MONTHS

POLVESTEf

(Weston).

SUM ME
0

$2096

$2.53

NATiON-WIDE GUARANTEE

FIRESTONE
TOWN & COUINTRY

FOR ALL CARS

:;s
,;c~

775 X 15

7

900 X i5

WHEELS

20% - 50% OFF Or4 ALL
STEREO EQUIPMENT. Stereo
;Comrponents, Compacts, and
W''s. All new, in factory sealed
cartons.
100%guaranteed. All
imajor brands available. Call Mike
.,anytime 891-6871.

855 X 14

$i2 l
$2 ;2

825 X 14

t

AND5 MOST OTHER

FEDERAL
EXCISE
TAX

REPLACES

CARS

VW -- TOYOTA - MERCEDES

FULL 4.PLY
TUBELESS
BLACKWALL

SIze

ZADIAiL SNOW TIRES
DOM@ESTIC

o r,,
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IMPORTED EUROPEAN

Boston Export Sales, an international marketing consulting
group providing technical marketing services for student near
completion of degree work. Part
time work available until completion fo degree with the objective of career employment on
graduation. Please call 890-2311
for appointment.

423-1767

--

7pm, December 3,
Boston Architectural Center
320 Newbury Street
Boston, 02175

advertising

76 WARRENTON ST.

------

Consultant, Arthur D. Little

Bldg. IO

assl IB

u----------·

TWO ENERGY ALTERNATI VES FOR BUILDINGS
SOLAR ENERGY
FUEL CELLS
Terry Rankine,
Linda Schnatz,

Sweatshirts

-

----

BOSTON ARCHITECTURAL CENTER
Continuing Education Workshop on

Maxwell's Equations
TODAY

i,&aCo

Insurance Agency, Inc.

&I

1 121/73 - 11:45 A.M.
Theft from a Vending Machine
in basement of Building 26.
Sandwich machine forced open
and theft of twenty (20) sandwiches reported.

seen again.

c

1 1/21/73- 4:05 P.M.
Report of a Larceny from Burton House. Room door was
closed but not locked and the

plug.

ance~

a~Xi

i

=

' 'line:87 6-0876,

comlmlunity.
removed by pulling connection
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WAREHOUSE

SOUTH SHORE WAREHOUSE
230 WOOD ROAD
SBRAINTREE, MASS 02184
TELEPHONE (617) 848-6660
At Exit 68 on Route 128

WED.
7:30-7:00

THURS.
7:30-5:30

DISTRIBUTORS
REVERE WAREHOUSE
600 REVERE BFACH PARKWAY
REVERE, MASS. 02151
TELEPHONE (61 7) 864-7575
Near Bel I Circle

FR.L
7:30-5:30

Over A Half Century oF Service Since

SAT.
7:30-3:00

$X-011
e e RETREADS
I,:S Plu
or

37¢ to
55¢ F.E.T.
ALL SIZES
83 SERIES - BLACK
TSRADE INt

9175

bI
I

I

REQUIRED

MEMBER: GREATER BOSTON, CAMBRIDGE, QUINCY - SOUTH SHORE, AND' BROCKTON REGIONAL CHAM9BERS OF COMMERCE
s;i

I
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Try-outs for the MIT Table
Tennis Team were held on Nov.
19 in the T-Club lounge of DuPont Gymnasium. Eight team
members were selected from the
results of the round robin
tournament.
Chuck Chan G, Dave Chan G,
Bill Ladd '74, tied for the top
spot, each winning eight matches
and losing one. Bob Lee '74,
followed with a 6-3 finish. The
othe team members will be Bob
Keener '75, 4-5, Denny Wang
'74, 4-5, Lun Lam '75, 3-6, and
Bok Seng Tan '76, 3-6.
The MIT Team participates in
the Ivy-MIT Table Tennis
League. Last year, MIT finished
second in the League, losing
only to Columbia University.
This year, the League season will
run from February to April. In
addition, the team competes
with other colleges in the New
England area.
The policy of the team is to
compete using the best players
available. Therefore, the members of the team welcome challenges from the MIT community
to compete for the right to represent MIT in comnpetiton.
-

------

The only trouble spot for
MIT will be in the sprint freestyle, where most of the strong
swimmers have graduated. Conversely, MIT will have an unaccustomed edge in the diving
event. Rick Ehrlich '77 is the
best prospect MIT has had in a
long time in diving.
The meet against RPI is at
home in Alumni Pool at 2:00pm
tommorrow. Coach Charles
Batterman is reasonably confident about MIT's chances of
winning it, but is taking the
mneet a little more seriously than
-usual.
Last year RPI upset MIT for
the first time in the history of
the over 20-year-old rivalry between the two teams. RPi,
which is usually one of the
weakest teams on the schedule.
came up with a suprisingly good
team last year and won many
-very close races to beat MIT
68-45. The MIT team does not
wvant to start out with that kind
of loss again this year.

W th

Table t nn

-

r5I

P

returning from last year's team
include
co-captain
Dan
Bethencou't '75, in the individual medley, and Dave Schneider
'74 who has improved tremendously in the butterfly.

$

The MIT men's varsity sailing
team concluded the fall racing
season with a second-place finish
in the Fiske-Harriman-S:eigh
Trophky Regatta (Atlantic- Coast
Championships) on November
17 and 18. The event, sailed at
the Coast Guard Academy in
New London, Connecticut, was
won by Harvard, with the point
tallies for second through eighth
places being very close.
Team Captain Steve Cucchiaro '74, with Larry Dubois

-
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By Rick Bauer
The MIT swim team will open
its season tomorrow against
RPI with much uncertainty as to
its prospects for a successful season this year.
The reasons for that uncertainty are some rather unusual
results from last year's team.
That team was one of the best in
MIT history, yet it also had one
of the few losing seasons in MIT
history. While setting six new
MIT swimming records, it finished with a disappointing 3-6
record.
The team added to the confusion of the losing season by
finally showing what it could do
in the New England Championships, where MIT finished seventh out of twenty-five teams,
placing above several teams that
it had lost to during the season.
MIT scored more points than
ever before to finish that high in
the New Englands.
Several of the swimmers that
set new records last year will be
back. Dave Deacon '75 holds
two records in the backstroke.
Dave Schloerb '76 has two in the
breaststroke. and co-captain
Peter Schultz '75 is a record
holder in the 1000 yard freestyle. Other strong swimmers
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The strongest pcints of the
team are precisely the six seniors. Co-captain Larry Bell
working all six events has been
the top scorer for three years.
The other co-captain John
Austin has been right behind
him, working four events. Neil
Davies is number one on high
bar and does vaulting. Jarvis
Middleton and Bob Barrett are
the top men on rings and floor
exercise, and Andy Rubel is
battling Bell for tops on parallel
bars.
The juniors return -ig are
Scott Foster on high bar, Alan
Razak on parallel bars and vaulting, Curt Thiem on parallel bars
and Allen Hart on floor exercise
and pommel horse. The sopho-

;

~~~~~~~c~
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mores include Wes Taylor, tops
on pommel horse, Jon Johnson
on rings and vaulting, and Neil
Judell on pomnimel horse. And in
a rare occurence, the team
picked up arn experienced freshman all-around man David Lu.

Tec hnolog

LSC presents

THE 7WAERE

REPORT:

A free lecture by

ROHRT2 ALT ZM
AN
Including a showing of the controversial Zapruder film

MONDAY DECEM BER THID
7:30 P.M.
ESG E AUDITORiUM
Mr. Saltzman has agreed to stay up to six hours
in order to answer all questions from the audience.
_
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FRIDAY, DECEMBER 14

A SINGLE SINGLE
STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE?

A GREATER AND MORE RESPONSIBLE
ACCESS?

Dr. Kenneth B. Clark, Distinguished Professor
of Psychology, C.U.N.Y., and President of
the Metropolitan Applied Research Center,
N.Y.C.
Respondents:. Jerome B. Wiesner, President,
M.I.T.; Dr. Allen Ballard, C.U.N.Y.

s---·----

Dr. John U. Monro, Miles College, Birrningham, Alabama.
Respondent: Dr. Kenneth B. Clark

7:00 P.M. Buffet Supper, Student Center
7:30- 9:00 P.M. Open Discussion

ALL WELCOME
eLml

---
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The Historic OLD VILNA SHUL
16 Phillips St., Beacon Hill, Boston
invites the Jewish students to our Traditional
Orthodox Services.
FRIDAY: Sundown
SABBATH: 9 am
followed by a delicious Kiddush

Wednesday - December 5, 1973

I

~
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INTRAMURAL COUNCIL
MEETING
7:30 pm
Varsity Club Lounge
BUSINESS: Eligibility of JV
soccer players for IM soccer
ELECTIONS: Manager of Soccer
and Softball.

'-~

After Boston State the
gymnnasts meet Lowell Tech and
Penn at home before the end of
the term. Accurate predictions
are hard to make without seeing
the opposition, but at least two
wins out of three are probable.
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Three years ago the MvIT
gymnastics team started six
freshmen out of twelve competitors in the first meet. Saturday
those six will begin their fourth
season against Boston State.
Three years ago they lost to
Boston State by .1 (out of 10).
This year, not ever having beaten
Boston State in the last three
years, they will try to reverse
these losses.
This year's team is probably
the best ever in the seven years
of gymnastics at MIT. But, as
was found last year, the competition gets tougher. Three years
ago this team would have been
undefeated, but this year it will
have to fight to achieve a winning record.
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'76 crewing, sailed to a second
place finish in A-Division, while
Chuck Tucker '75 and Arsenio
Nunez '74 competed in B.
To qualify for the regatta a
school must have finished in the
top six places in either the Schell
Trophy or the War Memorial
Regatta, two important fall intersectional events in the New
England and Middle Atlantic districts, respectively. MIT gained a
berth by virtue of its victory in
the Schell Trophy, sailed on
November 3 and 4 on the
Charles River.
The results of the Atlantic
Coasts were: Harvard 100, MIT
131.5, Stevens 132, Coast Guard
134, Tufts 135, Brown 139,
Rhode Island 139.5, US Merchant Marine Academy 143,
Webb 188, Navy 199, New York
Maritime 201, and Temple 234.
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